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Abstract. One of the key issues for an interface agent to succeed at assisting a 
user is learning when and when not to interrupt him to provide him assistance. 
Unwanted or irrelevant interruptions hinder the user’s work and make him 
dislike the agent because it is being intrusive and impolite. The IONWI 
algorithm enables interface  agents to learn a user’s preferences and priorities 
regarding interruptions. The resulting user profile is then used by the agent to 
personalize the modality of the assistance, that is, assisting the user with an 
interruption or without an interruption depending on the user’s context. 
Experiments were conducted in the calendar management domain, obtaining 
promising results.    
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1. Introduction 

As intelligent agents take on more complexity, higher degrees of autonomy and 
more “intelligence”, users start to expect them to play by the same rules of other 
complex, autonomous and intelligent entities in their experience, namely, other 
humans [16]. Our previous studies [19] demonstrated that the way in which an 
interface agent assists a user has an impact on the competence of this agent and it can 
make the interaction between user and agent a success or a failure. This is the 
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concern of a recent research area within Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that 
studies the “etiquette” of human-computer relationships [3; 17; 18]. We agree with 
the researchers in this area on that the ability to adapt to the way in which a user 
wants to interact with the agent is almost as important as the ability to learn the user's 
preferences in a particular domain. 

As pointed out in [14], one of the problems with the interface agents developed 
thus far is their incorrect estimates of the user’s task priorities, which makes 
information to be introduced at inappropriate times and with unsuitable presentation 
choices. Although agents are well-intentioned, they do not consider the impact an 
interruption has on the user. Research has found that interruptions are harmful. They 
are disruptive to the primary computing task and they decrease users’ performance. 
However, interruptions are necessary in interface agent technology since agents need 
to communicate important and urgent information to users. 

To solve this problem, when the agent detects a (problem) situation relevant to 
the user it has to correctly decide if it will send him a notification without 
interrupting the user’s work, or if it will interrupt him. On the one hand, the user can 
choose between paying attention to a notification or not, and he can continue to work 
in the latter case. On the other hand, he is forced to pay attention to what the agent 
wants to tell him if it interrupts him abruptly. 

Not to disturb the user, the agent has to base its decision on various factors, such 
as: the relevance and the urgency the situation has for the user; the relationship 
between the situation to be notified or the assistance to be provided and the user's 
goals; the relevance the situation underlying the interruption has to the current user 
tasks; how tolerant the user is of interruptions; and when he does not want to be 
interrupted no matter how important the message is. In summary, the interface agent 
has to learn which situations are relevant and which are irrelevant so that no 
unwanted interruptions occur. 

In this work we present a user profiling algorithm named IONWI that learns 
when a user can or should be interrupted by his agent depending on the user’s 
context. In this way, the agent can provide personalized assistance to the user 
without hindering his work. 

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our proposed profiling 
algorithm. Section 3 shows the results we have obtained when assisting users of a 
calendar management system. Section 4 describes some related works. Finally, 
Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work. 

2. The IONWI Algorithm 

In order to assist a user without hindering his work, an interface agent has to 
learn the user's interruption needs and preferences in different contexts. In this work 
we propose an algorithm, named IONWI (acronym for Interruption Or Notification 
Without Interruption), capable of learning when to interrupt a user and when not 
from the observation of the user's interaction with a computer application and with 
the agent.  
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The algorithm learns when a situation that may originate an interruption is 
relevant to the user's needs, preferences and goals, and when it is irrelevant. In 
addition, this algorithm also considers the relationship and relevance the situation 
originating the interaction has with the user's current task. 

2.1 Algorithm inputs and outputs 

The input for our learning algorithm is a set of user-agent interaction 
experiences. An interaction experience Ex is described by seven arguments <Sit, 
Mod, Task, Rel, UF, E, date>: a problem situation or situation of interest Sit is 
described by a set of features and the values these features take, 
Sit={(featurei,valuei)}; the modality Mod that indicates whether the agent interrupted 
the user or not to provide him assistance; the Task the user was executing when he 
was interrupted or notified, which is described by a set of features and the values 
these features take Task={(featurei,valuei)}; the relevance Rel the interruption has for 
the Task; the user feedback UF (regarding the assistance modality) obtained after 
assisting the user; an evaluation E of the assistance experience (success, failure or 
undefined); and the date when the interaction experience was recorded. 

For example, consider that the user is scheduling a meeting with several 
participants and he is interrupted by his agent to remind him about a business 
meeting that will take place the next day. The user does not pay attention to the 
message being notified and presses a button to tell the agent not to interrupt him in 
these occasions. From this experience the agent learns that reminders of this kind of 
meetings are not relevant to the user, and it will send him a notification in the future 
without interrupting him. In this example, the different components of the assistance 
experience are:  

Sit ={(type, event reminder), (event-type, business meeting), (organizer, boss), 
(participants, [Johnson, Taylor ,Dean]), (topic, project A evolution), (date, Friday), 
(time, 5p.m.), (place, user's office)} 

Mod = interruption 
Task = {(application, calendar management system),(task, new event), (event 

type, meeting), (priority, high), ........} 
Rel = irrelevant, unrelated 
UF = {(type, explicit), (action, do not interrupt)}  
E = {(type, failure), (certainty, 1.00)} (interruption instead of notification) 
Date = {(day, 18), (month, December), (year, 2005)} 
The output of our algorithm is a set of facts representing the user's interruptions 

preferences. Each fact indicates whether the user needs an interruption or a 
notification when a given situation occurs in the system. Facts constitute part of the 
user profile. These facts may adopt one of the following forms: “in problem situation 
Sit the user should be interrupted”, “in situation Sit the user should not be 
interrupted”, “in situation Sit and if the user is performing the task T, he should not 
be interrupted”, “in situation Sit and if the user is performing the task T, the agent 
can interrupt him”. Each fact F is accompanied by a certainty degree Cer(F) that 
indicates how certain the agent is about this preference. Thus, when an interface 
agent has to decide whether to interrupt the user or not given a certain problem 
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situation, the agent uses the knowledge it has acquired about a user's interruption 
preferences to choose the assistance modality it supposes the user expects in that 
particular instance of a given situation. Once the assistance has been provided, the 
agent obtains explicit and/or implicit user feedback. This new interaction is recorded 
as an assistance experience, which will be used in the future to incrementally update 
the knowledge the agent has about the user. 
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Fig. 1. IONWI Overview 

2.2 IONWI Overview 

The IONWI algorithm uses association rules to obtain the existing relationships 
between situations, current user tasks and assistance modalities. Classification 
techniques have been discarded since we cannot always label an interaction as a 
success or a failure, and we need a group of interactions to draw a conclusion about 
the user’s preferences. 

As shown in Figure 1, the first step of our algorithm is generating a set of 
association rules from the user-agent interaction experiences. Then, the association 
rules generated are automatically post-processed in order to derive the user profile 
from them. Post-processing steps include: detecting the most interesting rules 
according to our goals, eliminating redundant and insignificant rules, pruning out 
contradictory weak rules, and summarizing the information in order to formulate the 
hypotheses about a user’s preferences more easily. Once a hypothesis is formulated, 
the algorithm looks for positive evidence supporting the hypothesis and negative 
evidence rejecting it in order to validate it. The certainty degree of the hypothesis is 
computed taking into account both the positive and the negative evidence. This 
calculus is done by using metrics from association rule discovery. Finally, facts are 
generated from the set of highly supported hypotheses; facts compose the user 
interaction profile.  

The following subsections describe in detail each step of the algorithm.  
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2.3 Mining Association Rules from User-Agent Interaction Experiences 

An association rule is a rule that implies certain association relationship among a 
set of objects in a database, such as occur together or one implies the other. 
Association discovery finds rules about items that appear together in an event (called 
transactions), such as a purchase transaction or a user-agent interaction experience. 
Association rule mining is commonly stated as follows [1]: Let I={i1,...,in} be a set of 
items, and D be a set of data cases. Each data case consists of a subset of items in I. 
An association rule is an implication of the form X→Y, where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and 
X∩Y=∅. X is the antecedent of the rule and Y is the consequent. The support of a 
rule X→Y is the probability of attribute sets X and Y occurring together in the same 
transaction. The rule has support s in D if s% of the data case in D contains X ∩ Y. 
If there are n total transactions in the database, and X and Y occur together in m of 
them, then the support of the rule X→Y is m/n. The rule X→Y holds in D with 
confidence c if c% of data cases in D that contain X also contain Y. The confidence 
of rule X→Y is defined as the probability of occurrence of X and Y together in all 
transactions in which X already occurs. If there are s transactions in which X occurs, 
and in exactly t of them X and Y occur together, the confidence of the rule is t/s. 

Given a transaction database D, the problem of mining association rules is to find 
all association rules that satisfy: minimum support (called minsup) and minimum 
confidence (called minconf). There has been a lot of research in the area of 
association rules and, as a result, there are various algorithms to discover association 
rules in a database. The most popular is the Apriori algorithm [1], which is the one 
we use to find our association rules. 

2.4 Filtering Out Uninteresting and Redundant Rules 

In this work, we are interested in those association rules of the form “situation, 
modality, task  user feedback, evaluation”; “situation, modality  user feedback, 
evaluation”; “situation, modality, relevance  user feedback, evaluation” and 
“situation, modality, task, relevance  user feedback, evaluation”, having 
appropriate support and confidence values. We are interested in these rules since 
they provide us information about the relationships between a situation or problem 
description and the modality of assistance the user prefers, which have received a 
positive (negative) evaluation. They also relate a situation and the current user task 
with an assistance modality, as well as a situation, the current user task and the 
relevance of the situation to the task with a certain assistance modality. To select 
these types of rules, we define templates [10] and we insert these templates as 
restrictions in the association mining algorithm. Thus, only interesting rules are 
generated (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 1 are then merged). 

Once we have filtered out those rules that are not interesting for us, we will still 
have many rules to process, some of them redundant or insignificant. Many 
discovered associations are redundant or minor variations of others. Thus, those 
spurious and insignificant rules should be removed. We can then use a technique that 
removes those redundant and insignificant associations [13]. For example, consider 
the following rules:  
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R1: Sit{(Type, Event Reminder)(Event-Type = doctor))} (Task=View Calendar), 
(Mod =interruption)  (UF = do not interrupt), (Ev = failure) [sup: 0.4, conf: 0.82] 

R2: Sit{(Type, Event Reminder)(Event-Type = doctor)}, (Task=View Calendar), 
(Event-Priority = high)), (Mod =interruption)  (UF= do not interrupt), (Ev = 
failure) [sup:0.4, conf: 0.77] 

If we know R1, then R2 is insignificant because it gives little extra information. 
Its slightly higher confidence is more likely due to chance than to true correlation. It 
thus should be pruned. R1 is more general and simple.  

In addition, we have to analyze certain combinations of attributes in order to 
determine if two rules are telling us the same thing. For example, a rule containing 
the pair "interruption, failure" and another containing the pair "notification, success" 
are redundant provided that they refer to the same problem situation and they have 
similar confidence values. As well as analyzing redundant rules, we have to check if 
there are any contradictory rules. We define that two rules are contradictory if for the 
same situation and, eventually for the same user task, they express that the user 
wants both an interruption and a notification without interruption. 

2.5 Building Facts from Hypotheses 

The association rules that have survived the pruning processes described above 
are those the IONWI algorithm uses to build hypotheses about a user's interruption 
preferences. A hypothesis is obtained from a set of association rules that are related 
because they refer to the same problem situation but are somewhat different: a 
“main” association rule; some redundant association rules with regards to the main 
rule, which could not be pruned out because they did not fulfill the similar 
confidence restriction; and some contradictory rules with regards to the main rule, 
which could be not pruned away because they did not meet the different confidence 
requirement. The main rule is chosen by selecting from the rule set the rule that has 
the greatest support value, whose antecedent is the most general, and whose 
consequent is the most specific.  
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Equation 1 

Once the IONWI algorithm has formulated a set of hypotheses it has to validate 
them. The certainty degree of a hypothesis H is computed as a function of the 
supports of the rule originating the hypothesis and the rules considered as positive 
and negative evidence of H. The function we use to compute certainty degrees is 
shown in Equation 1, where: α, β and γ are the weights of the terms in the equation 
(we use α=0.8, β=0.1 and γ=0.1), Sup(AR) is the support of the rule originating H, 
Sup(E+) is the support of the rules being positive evidence, Sup(E-) is the support of 
the rules being negative evidence, Sup(E) is the support value of an association rule 
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taken as evidence (positive or negative), r is the amount of positive evidence and t is 
the amount of negative evidence. 

2.6 Incremental Learning 

The database containing interaction experiences is not static, because updates are 
constantly being applied to it. On the one hand, new interaction experiences are 
added since the agent keeps observing a user's behaviour. On the other hand, old 
experiences are deleted because they become obsolete. In consequence, new 
hypotheses about a user's interruption preferences may appear and some of the 
learned hypotheses may become invalid.  

We address this problem from the association rule point of view, that is, as the 
database changes new association rules may appear and at the same time, some 
existing association rules may become invalid. The incremental version of IONWI 
uses the FUP2 algorithm [5] to update the association rules and the DELI algorithm 
[12] to determine when it is necessary to update the rules. The DELI algorithm uses 
a sampling technique to estimate the difference between the old and new association 
rules. This estimate is used as an indicator for whether the FUP2 algorithm should be 
applied to the database to accurately find out the new association rules. If the 
estimated difference is large enough (with respect to some user specified threshold), 
the algorithm signals the need of an update operation, which can be accomplished by 
using the FUP2 algorithm. If the estimated difference is small, then we do not run 
FUP2 immediately and we can take the old rules as an approximation of the new 
rules. Hence, we wait until more changes are made to the database and then re-apply 
the DELI algorithm. 

3. Experimental Results 

We tested our algorithm with a set of 26 datasets1 containing user-agent 
interactions in the calendar management domain. Each database is composed of the 
attributes that describe the problem situation or situation of interest originating the 
interaction, the primary user task, the modality of the assistance, the relationship 
between the situation and the user task, the user feedback, and the evaluation of the 
interaction experience. The sizes of the datasets vary from 30 to 120 interactions. 

To evaluate the performance of an agent using our learning algorithm we used 
one of the metrics defined in [4]. The precision metric measures an interface agent’s 
ability to accurately provide assistance to a user. As shown in Equation 2, we can 
define our precision metric as the ratio of the number of correct interruption 
preferences to the total number of interruption preferences generated by IONWI. 
Similarly, as shown in Equation 3, we can define the recall metric (i.e. what the 
agent could not learn) as the ratio of the number of correct interruption preferences 
to the number of preferences indicated by the user. 

 
1 The datasets can be found at http://www.exa.unicen.edu.ar/~sschia 
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Figure 2 presents the results we have obtained. The graph in Figure 2(a) plots the 
percentage of interruption preferences correctly identified by the IONWI algorithm 
(with respect to the total number of preferences obtained); the number of incorrect 
interruption preferences; and the number of “hidden” preferences, that is those 
preferences that were not explicitly stated by the user but are correct. Each figure 
shows the percentage values obtained when averaging the results we got with the 
different users. The graph in Figure 2(b) shows the percentage of correct interruption 
preferences (with respect to the number of preferences specified by the user) and the 
percentage of missing interruption preferences, that is those that the algorithm could 
not detect. Each graphic shows the average percentage values of the results obtained 
with the different datasets. 

 
 

spreferenceofnumber
spreferencecorrectofnumberIONWI precision =  

 

Equation 2 
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Equation 3 
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Fig. 2. IONWI Precision (a) and Recall (b) 

We can observe in the figures that the percentage of incorrect interruption 
preferences is small (9% in average), and that the percentage of correct preferences 
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plus the percentage of hidden preferences is considerably high. The percentage of 
correct interruption preferences plus the percentage of hidden preferences can be 
considered as the precision of the algorithm. This value is approximately 91%. Thus, 
we can state that the learning capability of the IONWI algorithm is good.  

Regarding the algorithm recall, 25% of the interruption preferences specified by 
the user were not discovered by our algorithm. Although not observable in the 
graphic, this value was smaller for those datasets containing more than 50 records.  

4. Related Work 

Interruptions have been widely studied in the HCI area2, but they have not been 
considered in personal agent development. These studies revealed that the 
disruptiveness of an interruption is related to several factors, including complexity of 
the primary task and/or interrupting task, similarity of the two tasks [8], whether the 
interruption is relevant to the primary task [6], stage of the primary task when the 
interruption occurs [7], management strategies for handling interruptions [15], and 
modalities of the primary task and the interruption [2, 11].  

People at Microsoft Research have deeply studied the effects of instant 
messaging (IM) in users, mainly on ongoing computing tasks [6, 7, 9]. These authors 
found that IM that were relevant to ongoing tasks were less disruptive than those that 
were irrelevant. This influence of relevance was found to hold for both notifications 
viewing and task resumption times, suggesting that notifications that were unrelated 
to ongoing tasks took longer to process. 

As we have already said, related studies on interruptions come from different 
research areas in which interface agents are not included. Nevertheless, the results of 
these studies can be taken into account by interface agents to provide assistance to 
users without affecting users' performance in a negative way and, thus, diminishing 
the disruptiveness of interruptions. None of the related works we have discussed has 
considered the relevance of interruptions to users, or the relevance the situation 
originating the interruption has for the user. This issue and the relevance of 
interruptions to user tasks are two aspects of interruptions that our learning algorithm 
considers.  

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a profiling algorithm that learns when and when not to 
interrupt a user, in order to provide him assistance. We have evaluated our proposal 
in the calendar management domain and the results we have obtained are quite 
promising. Experiments with personal agents assisting users with our approach in 
other domains are currently being carried out.  

As a future work, we are planning to enhance the representation  of a user’s 
context in order to take other aspects into account.  

 
2 Bibliography on this topic: http://www.interruptions.net/literature.htm 
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Abstract. This paper discusses questions about communication of probabilistic knowledge 
in the light of current theories of agent communication. It will argue that there is a semantic 
gap between these theories and research areas related to probabilistic knowledge representa-
tion and communication, that creates very serious theoretical problems if agents that reason 
probabilistically try to use the communication framework provided by these theories. The 
paper proposes a new formal model, which generalizes current agent communication theo-
ries (at least the standard FIPA version of these theories) to handle probabilistic knowledge 
communication. We propose a new probabilistic logic as the basis for the model and new 
communication principles and communicative acts to support this kind of communication.  

1 Introduction 

This paper will present a theoretical study about which kind of meaning can be assigned 
to the communication of probabilistic knowledge between agents in Multiagent Systems 
(MAS), at least when current theories for agent communication are considered. The work 
starts in section 2, presenting several considerations showing that exists a semantic gap be-
tween current agent communication theories and research areas related to probabilistic 
knowledge representation and communication. This gap creates very serious theoretical 
problems if the designer of agents that reason probabilistically tries to use the communication 
framework provided by these theories to model and implement all agent's communication 
tasks.  

To minimize this gap we propose a new formal model in section 3, which generalizes the 
formal model, used in FIPA agent communication standards [6], to handle probabilistic 
knowledge communication. We propose a new probabilistic logic, called SLP, as the basis 
for the new model. The SLP logic is compatible with the logic used as the foundation of 
FIPA standards (the SL logic) in the sense that all valid formulas (theories) of SL are also 
valid formulas of SLP. The axiomatic system of SLP is correct. It is also complete, if the 
axiomatic system of SL is complete.  
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Based on SLP logic we propose a minimum set of new communication principles in sec-
tion 4 that are able to correlate probabilistic reasoning with communication related inference 
tasks. Two new communicative acts are proposed that would allow agents to communicate 
basic probabilistic propositions without having to agree previously on a probabilistic content 
format.  

This is the most important result of the paper. To our knowledge, this is the first work 
that tries to integrate in a single probabilistic-logical framework two entirely different ap-
proaches to understand and model communication. What we have done, after have carefully 
isolated formal axiomatic agency and communication theories used by FIPA, was to define 
the minimum set of new axioms necessary and sufficient to support an probabilistic form of 
assertive and query communicative acts. We also maintain the principles, acts and axioms as 
simple as possible to be able to easily assess how much we were departing from classical 
Speech Act theory. We believe, that given the circumstances, albeit a conservative approach, 
this is the correct approach. The result was a clear and simple generalization of current FIPA 
axiomatic communication and agent theories that is able to handle basic probabilistic com-
munication between agents. 

A secondary, but interesting, result of the paper is the (relative) completeness of SLP 
logic. To our knowledge, there is no other axiomatization for an epistemic and temporal mo-
dal logic, which allow probabilities for first order modal sentences, and is proved complete. 

2 Motivation 

This work has started with a very practical and concrete problem, which was how to 
model (and implement) the communication tasks of all agents from a real MAS: the 
AMPLIA system [13,8]. We have decided to use only standard languages and protocols to 
model and implement these tasks in order to allow reusability of the agent’s knowledge and 
to allow an easier interoperation of AMPLIA with others intelligent learning systems. To this 
purpose we decided to use FIPA standards based on two assumptions: (a) the standards are a 
good way to ensure MAS knowledge reusability and interoperability; (b) the formal basis of 
FIPA standards offer an abstract and architecture independent way to model all communica-
tion tasks of the system, allowing a high level description of the communication phenomena. 
However, we have found that it was impossible to meet even most basic communication 
requirements of AMPLIA using only FIPA standards. All AMPLIA's agents use and com-
municate probabilistic (bayesian) knowledge, but FIPA standards assigns no meaning to 
probabilistic knowledge representation or communication. 

Of course it is possible to try to “hide” all probabilistic knowledge in a special new con-
tent format, allowing, for example, that Bayesian Networks (BN) should be “encoded” in 
this format and then embedded as contents of FIPA Agent Communication Language (ACL) 
communicative acts. The knowledge to be passed as contents of assertive acts like FIPA’s 
inform, can be considered as a logical proposition that the agent believe it is true. In being 
so, it is possible to assume that, from a communication point of view, it is only necessary that 
the agent believe that the “hidden” probabilistic knowledge transported by the act be true. 
Any other meaning related the probabilistic knowledge do not need be “known” by the agent 
in respect to communication tasks or in any reasoning related to these tasks.  
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2.1 The Research Problem 

The approach to “hide” probabilistic knowledge solves some basic implementation prob-
lems if theoretical or formal aspects of this kind of communication are not considered. How-
ever, when analyzed more carefully this approach does not seem to be very sound.  

The first problem is related to the fact that formal semantics of FIPA ACL is based on 
axiomatic logical theories of intention and communication [4,5,11,12]. Besides particular pre 
and pos-conditions (expressed as logical axioms) for some act, these theories will define 
clearly when the act should be emitted, what are the intentions of the sender agents when it 
send the act, which effects this act should cause in the receiver agent and so on. The knowl-
edge transported in these acts are only logical propositions, but these propositions are related 
to internal beliefs, intentions and choices of the agents and must be used in reasoning process 
that will decides when to emit some act or how the act received should be understood. This 
imply that even if you have some probabilistic knowledge "hidden" in the contents of a 
communicative act, then this knowledge cannot be used in any internal reasoning process 
related to communication tasks, because formal model and theories that fundament this rea-
soning (at least in FIPA standards) are purely logical and do not allow reasoning about prob-
abilities. This generates a strange situation when you have an agent with probabilistic reason-
ing abilities: the agent can "think" probabilistic in all internal reasoning, but never can "think" 
probabilistically when talking, listening and trying to understand (i.e. communicating) other 
agents, at least when purely logical theories are used to fundament the communication. It has 
the additional consequence that an agent that reason only by probabilistic means cannot "use" 
FIPA acts, languages and protocols if it wants to keep theoretical consistency.  

The second question arises from epistemological and linguistic considerations, when we 
take into account agents that can reason probabilistically. We will assume that the agent uses 
subjective (bayesian) reasoning and can assign probabilities to his beliefs, that is, the agent 
can reason with degrees of belief. Assuming only basic rationality for this kind of agent, then, 
if it has some probabilistic belief and needs to inform this belief to another agent it will need 
to be sure that the proper degree of belief be also correctly informed. For instance, if it 
strongly believes (90% of chance) that it will rain tomorrow and need to inform this belief to 
another agent to change his behavior (for example, to cancel some encounter), then it will 
need to convince the other agent to have the same strong belief about the possibility to rain 
tomorrow. Some appropriate locus for the transportation of this kind of probability needs to 
be found in current theories of communication. The problem is that the Speech Act Theory 
of Searle and Grice, which provides the epistemological and linguistic basis for formal 
communication theories, simply do not consider the possibility of agents to communicate 
knowledge of probabilistic nature because the most basic semantic "unit" of knowledge that 
is considered by the theory is a logical proposition. Consequently, all formal theories of 
communication (including, the Theory of Action, Intention and Communication of Cohen, 
Levesque [4,5] and Sadek [11,12]) have adopted this point of view and do not consider prob-
abilistic knowledge communication as a real possibility. 

Together both questions create a very interesting dilemma: if an agent use probabilistic 
reasoning and need to inform some probabilistic belief to another agent it will have serious 
problems to do this task, because current linguistic theories say that there is no means to ac-
complish it (according to these theories there is no locus to communicate probabilities). 
These theories, at least in their formal counterpart, say even more, stating that even if you can 
send this probabilistic knowledge there is no way to consider this knowledge when reasoning 
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about communication tasks. This surely is not a good situation from a theoretical point of 
view, and our work will try to start to correct this problem, at least in the limited sense of 
FIPA formal agent communication model.  

2.2 Related Work 

The problems expressed in previous sub-section are not addressed in recent research lit-
erature about ACLs (see [3]). Research in this area and related areas of agent societies and 
social interaction is more focused in the study about logical aspects of social institutions, 
including trust relationship, intentional semantics for social interaction and similar concepts, 
but not in checking the role of probabilities in these concepts. A similar situation also occurs 
in the research area of probabilistic knowledge representation for MAS. Main papers in those 
areas are focused on the question of how to communicate and distribute BN probabilistic 
knowledge between agents [14], keeping the inference processes consistent, efficient and 
epistemologically sound. These pieces of research offer a separate form of knowledge repre-
sentation and communication not related to ACL research. Our work intends to start to 
bridge this gap, by showing how probabilistic knowledge can be included in the FIPA com-
munication framework in an integrated and uniform way. 

Our approach to formalize the communication of probabilistic knowledge is based on the 
idea that the best way to do this, in a way that is integrated and compatible with current agent 
communication theories (at least in the FIPA case), is to use a modal logic that can handle 
probabilities, that is, to use a probabilistic logic. In terms of Artificial Intelligence research, 
probabilistic logics were first described by Nilsson [10], already using a possible-worlds 
model to define the semantic of his logic. The initial work of Nilsson was profoundly ex-
tended, in the beginnings of 1990, by the works of Halpern [9], Abadi [1] and Bacchus [2] 
mainly related to epistemic (or doxastic) probabilistic modal logics. Currently there is also an 
active line of research based on probabilistic extensions to the CTL* temporal logic from 
Emerson and Srinavan, like the PCTL logic of Segala. However, due to the nature of the 
theories of agent communication, that require BDI modal operators, we focused our research 
only on epistemic probabilistic modal logics.    

3 SLP Probabilistic Logic 

3.1 FIPA’s SL Logic 

The SL (Semantic Language) is a BDI-like modal logic with equality that fundaments 
FIPA communication standards. This logic was defined by Sadek's work [11,12], which 
attributes a model-based semantics for SL logic. In SL, there is no means of attributing any 
subjective probability (or degree of belief) to a particular belief of some agent, so it is not 
possible to represent or reason about probabilistic knowledge in this logic.  

Besides the usual operators and quantifiers of the predicate logic with equality, SL con-
tains modal operators to express the beliefs (B(a,ϕ)), choices C(a,ϕ) and intentions (I(a,ϕ)) 
of an agent a. SL also has a relatively obscure modal operator that defines an “absolute uncer-
tainty” that an agent can have about some belief. The U(a,ϕ) operator, however, does not 
admit any kind of degree or uncertainty level. There is no clear connection between probabil-
ity theory and U operator. It is also possible to build action expressions that can be connected 
in series e1;e2;...;en, in alternates e1|e2 or verified by an agent a (a,e)?. Temporal and possibil-
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ity assertions can be made based on the fact that an action or event has happened (Done(e, 
ϕ)), on the possibility that an action or event may happen (Feasible(e, ϕ)) and on which 
agent is responsible for an action (Agent(a,e,ϕ)). 

3.2 The SLP Logic 

The extension of the SL logic is called SLP, for Semantic Language with Probabilities, 
and it is defined through the extension of the SL formal model. For such purpose, SLP will 
incorporate numerical operator, relations and expressions, and terms that denote probabilities 
expressing the subjective probability (degree of belief) of a given sentence or statement being 
true.  

The probabilistic term BP(a,ϕ) is specific for SLP and informs the probability of a 
proposition ϕ be true with respect to the beliefs of agent a, that is, it defines the subjective 
probability assigned to ϕ by a. For example, BP(a,∃(x)(P(x)) ≤ 1 express the fact that the 
subjective probability assigned by agent a to the possibility that some element of the domain 
satisfies P(x) is less than 1. 

The model-based semantics for formulas of SLP is defined over a set Φ of symbols for 
variables, functions, predicates, primitive actions, agents and constants through models M 
with the following structure: 

    M = <W, Agt, Evt, Obj, B, C, E, AGT,  σ, RCF, µ > 
The elements W, Agt, Obj, Evt, B, C, E, AGT  and σ are part of the formal model originally 

defined for SL by Sadek [12]. They define the set of possible worlds (W), agents (Agt), primi-
tive events (Evt), objects (Obj) and causative agent for primitive events (AGT) of SLP. They 
also define the set of accessibility relations for beliefs (B), choices (C) and future worlds (E) 
of SLP. The mapping σ denotes a standard first-order logic interpretation that attributes, for 
each possible world, function and predicate symbol in Φ a correspondent element in Agt ∪ 
Obj ∪ Evt  (the logical domain of SLP).  

The elements µ and RCF are new elements specifically defined to SLP. The set µ is a set 
of mappings that attributes to each agent a a discrete probability distribution function µa

  on  
the set of possible-worlds W. The basic restriction to this set of mappings is that any mapping 
µa must respect the restrictions for any discrete probability function. The symbol RCF de-
notes the (up to isomorphism) closed field of real numbers. RCF it is the domain for the 
purely numerical formulas of SLP and includes addition and multiplication operations on real 
numbers, the neutral elements of these operations, the partial ordering ≤rcf and it satisfies all 
properties of real closed fields.  

The formal semantics of SLP expressions, that are not probabilistic, are identical to the 
semantics given for SL in [12]. The presentation of the semantic for the entire SLP logics is 
out of the scope of present work (it is defined in [7]), however, here we will define the formal 
semantics of the basic belief relation B(a,ϕ) and of the new probabilistic term BP(a,ϕ), to 
show the correlation between these two constructions.  

Definition 1. The modal operator B(a,ϕ) expresses the fact that the agent a beliefs that the 
sentence ϕ is true in a model M, world w and evaluation function v if and only if ϕ is true in 
any world w’ which can be reached from w using Ba the belief accessibility relation for the 
agent a:  
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M,w,v |== B(a,ϕ)  iff M,w’,v |== ϕ,    for all w’ such that w Ba w’.    

Definition 2. The semantic of the probabilistic term BP(a,ϕ) is the probability estimated 
by agent a that ϕ is true. This probability is calculated summing up the distribution function 
µa over the worlds where agent a believe that ϕ is true: 

[BP(a,ϕ)]M,w,v = µa ({w’ | wBaw’ and M,w’,v |== ϕ})   
Besides these definitions, we add two assumptions to the formal model of SLP. 
Assumption 3. The following equivalences are valid in SLP: 

B(a, ϕ) ⇔ BP(a, ϕ)=1              
U(a, ϕ) ⇔ BP(a, ϕ)=0.5           

This assumption states the basic relationship between probabilistic and non-probabilistic 
(i.e. purely logical) beliefs in SLP and between "absolute" uncertainties and probabilistic 
beliefs. 

Assumption 4. Any formula ϕ inside BP(a,ϕ) terms must be a sentence (a closed for-
mula) of the logic. Numerical constants or variables cannot be used as arguments of logical 
predicates (and vice-versa).  

The axiomatic system of SLP was built over the axiomatic system of SL. It incorporates 
all axioms and inference rule from SL. To support probabilities were added the axiomatic 
system for the real closed field of numbers and axioms and inference rules equivalent to 
Kolmogorov axioms for Probability Theory. 

3.3 Properties of SLP Logic 

The basic properties of SLP are enunciated in the following propositions. 
Proposition 5. Any valid formula of SL is also a valid formula of SLP and any purely 

logical valid formula of SLP is a valid formula of SL.   
The proof of this proposition is not so simple because of assumption 3 which forces that 

every world with nonzero probability from a M model can be reached by any other world of 
this model through the B relation, something that is not required in SL (or in other epistemic 
modal logics). Even so, it was possible to prove in [7], that any valid model of SL is also a 
valid model of SLP and vice-versa and thus proves the proposition 5. 

Proposition 6. The axiomatic system of SLP is correct.   
 The new axioms and inference rules of SLP are derived from the axiomatic theory of 
probabilities from Kolmogorov and from the axiomatic theory of the real field, both proved 
correct axiomatic systems. 

In our proposed extension to SL, we have taken special care to avoid the problem of un-
decidability of probabilistic logics described in [1]. We have found a very interesting result, 
showing that there is a simpler and intuitive set of restrictions, not so strong as the restrictions 
proposed by Halpern and Bacchus that keep the resulting axiomatic system complete.  

Proposition 7. The axiomatic system of SLP is complete if the axiomatic system of SL is 
also complete.   

The basic insight that lead us to the (relative) completeness proof of SLP was based on 
the observation that the incompleteness proof for probabilistic logics made by Abadi and 
Halpern [1] relied on the fact that the same variables can be "shared" by terms inside prob-
abilistic operator and logical formulas outside these operators, i.e., it is possible to have 
expressions like P(x,y) ∧ BP(Q(x))=r, where the variable x is shared by P(x,y) and Q(x) 
inside the BP operator. The consequence is that if we not allow shared variables between 
probabilistic terms and logical formulas, then Abadi technique will not work. This is not the 
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istic terms and logical formulas, then Abadi technique will not work. This is not the same to 
say that the corresponding axiomatic system is complete, but it shows that this should be 
possible. Indeed, if we do not allow this kind of sharing, as is the case of SLP because of 
assumption 4, it is possible to use proof techniques developed by Halpern [9] and separate 
the probabilistic and non-probabilistic parts of some formula. This is the basic method em-
ployed on the completeness proof of SLP. In [7] it was shown that the validity of any formula 
ϕ of SLP can be reduced to the validity of an equivalent formula ψ ∧ π, where ψ is a purely 
logical formula containing no numerical or probabilistic term and π is a purely numerical 
formula containing no logical predicate/term neither any probabilistic term. 

 In this case, the validity of formula ψ is entirely dependant on the original SL axiomatic 
system and the validity of π depends on the first order axiomatic theory of real closed fields 
that, by a well-known result of Tarski, is a decidable problem. This result was proved using a 
finitary generalization of the Halpern techniques presented in [9] to substitute probabilistic 
terms that contain closed first order modal formulas with universally quantified numerical 
variables.  

4 Communication of Probabilistic Knowledge 

4.1 Principles for Probabilistic Communication 

The FIPA ACL semantic depends on several logical axioms that define principles for 
agency and communication theories (see [11,12] for details). The theory of agency employed 
by FIPA includes rationality, persistency and consistency principles for beliefs, choices and 
intentions of agents defined as SL axioms and theorems. The theory of communication is 
formed by several axioms that define communication principles like the belief adjustment, 
sincerity, pertinence and cooperation principles besides the 5 basic communication properties 
stated in FIPA ACL specification [6]. These principles are generally sufficient to handle rea-
soning needs for communication purposes in any rational BDI agent that is FIPA compliant 
(at least when the sender’s agent centered semantics used by FIPA ACL is appropriate for 
the application or domain in question). In being so, our first principle can be stated as the 
following assumption. 

Assumption 8 Agents that need to communicate probabilistic knowledge and intend to 
use FIPA-ACL should also respect the theory of agency and the theory of communication 
proposed in FIPA standards. 
 This assumption is perfectly reasonable because of compatibility between SL and SLP 
assured by proposition 5, that implies that any valid theory of SL is a valid theory of SLP. 
However, when agents use probabilistic reasoning and need to use this kind of knowledge 
for communication purposes, then the purely logical theories of agency and communication 
are not much useful. To handle these situations we propose that these theories be extended by 
two new principles that will be able to bridge the gap between purely logical considerations 
and probabilistic reasoning, in terms of agent’s communication decisions. We will propose 
only a minimum set of new principles, strictly necessary to correlate probabilistic knowledge 
used by the agent to decision and inference processes related to communication tasks.  

One fundamental property of FIPA theory is the principle that assures the agreement be-
tween the mental state of some agent and their beliefs [12]. Using this principle is possible to 
assert propositions like B(a, ϕ) ↔ B(a, B(a, ϕ) )  and BP(a,ϕ)=1↔B(a,BP(a,ϕ)=1), if all 
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propositions and predicate symbols in ϕ appears in the scope of a modal operator formalizing 
a mental attitude of agent a: 
  This is an interesting fact but is very limited in the case of probabilistic communication. 
The principles of FIPA’s theory of communication assume that the agent must believe non-
probabilistically in some fact, before the communication starts. Therefore, what we need is 
some principle that will allow us to correlate probabilistic beliefs with non-probabilistic be-
liefs. This is assured by the following proposition of SLP. 

Proposition 9. Principle of Probabilities and Beliefs Agreement: if some agent a assume 
that the probability of proposition ϕ is p, then this is equivalent to state that it also believe in 
this fact: 

  |== BP(a, ϕ)=p ↔ B(a, BP(a, ϕ)=p )       
This principle allows agents to put any probabilistic beliefs “inside” epistemic belief 

operators and then to use any other axioms and theorems of communication or agency 
theories to make communication related reasoning. 

The proposition 9 is necessary but is not enough. We need some kind of reason to effec-
tively start some new communicative act. In FIPA this is assured by the principle of belief 
adjustment [12] that states that if some agent a believe in ϕ, believe that is competent in this 
belief and thinks that another agent b do not believe in ϕ, then it adopts the intention to make 
b believe in ϕ: 

╞═ B(a, ϕ ∧ B(b, ¬ϕ) ∧ Comp(a, ϕ)) → I(a, B(b, ϕ))  
The predicate Comp(a,φ) states the competence of agent a about ϕ. 

 The belief adjustment principle also falls in the same limiting situation of the mental state 
and belief agreement principle when applied to the probabilistic case. Therefore, we need 
another principle stated in the following proposition. 

Proposition 10. Principle of Probabilities Adjustment: if some agent a believe that the 
probability of proposition ϕ is p, believe that it is competent in this belief and also believe 
that another agent b have different estimation for the probability of ϕ, then it should adopt 
the intention to make agent b also believe that the probability of ϕ is p: 

|== BP(a,ϕ)=p ∧ BP(a,BP(b,ϕ)=p)<1 ∧ B(a,Comp(a,BP(a,ϕ)=p))) → I(a, BP(b, ϕ)=p)  
This principle is derived from belief adjustment principle, using the proposition 9 stated 

before (see [7] for details). It will have the same function of belief adjustment principle for 
the probabilistic reasoning case, providing agents with intentions to solve perceived differ-
ences between probabilistic beliefs shared by several agents.  

4.2 Communicative Acts for Probabilities 

Like SL, SLP also can be used as a content representation language for FIPA-ACL 
communicative acts. This allows the representation and distribution of probabilistic knowl-
edge like BN between agents using standard assertive (inform) acts. However, to do this is 
necessary to assume a particular structure in the contents of these acts. The assertive acts 
defined in Speech Act theory (and the equivalent inform FIPA-ACL acts) do not assume 
any particular internal structure in the propositions passed as contents of these acts. So, in the 
general case of probabilistic communication not seem reasonable to always assume a particu-
lar structure in the content of assertive act used to communicate probabilities. To handle this 
we propose that the strength (or weakness) of the assertive force of some speech act should 
be measured by a probability. In this way, any kind of propositions can be used as contents of 
these probabilistic assertive acts, because the (subjective) probability of the proposition will 
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be transmitted as a graduation of the force. This graduation is a numerical coefficient that 
represents the subjective probability of the proposition (i. e., the graduation of the assertive 
force is directly related to the belief degree on the proposition).  Two new probabilistic 
communicative acts were defined. They are considered extensions to the FIPA-ACL, creat-
ing the Probabilistic Agent Communication Language (PACL).  

The acts inform-bp and query-bp acts are defined, respectively, to allow that the 
information about subjective probabilities of an agent to be shared with other agents and to 
allow that a given agent could query the degree of belief of another agent. Using the notation 
employed by FIPA-ACL [6] the inform-bp act is formalized as follows: 

<a, inform-bp (b, <ϕ, p>)>   
   FP: BP(a,ϕ)=p ∧ BP(a, BP(b,ϕ)=p)<1     
   RE: BP(b,ϕ)=p  

This act informs the probability for some closed formula ϕ. The feasibility precondition 
of the act (FP) requires only that an agent to believe that the subjective probability of ϕ is p 
and that another agent b has the chance of not believing in this fact. In this case, if the other 
necessary conditions are fulfilled (see [6]), then the inform-bp act will be emitted.  The ra-
tional effect (RE) that is expected with the act emission is that agent b also comes to believe 
that the probability of ϕ is p. 

The query-bp act was also modeled after an analysis of the query-if act, which is its 
similar when dealing with truth-values. This directive act is used to retrieve the probabilistic 
information associated to a particular proposition. 

4.3 Examples 

The use of inform-bp acts is straightforward. Assume that some agent a believe that 
agent b have a different estimation of the probability of ϕ and also believe that his estimation 
is competent: 

BP(a,ϕ)=p ∧ B(a, BP(b,ϕ)≠BP(a,ϕ)) ∧ B(a,Comp(a,BP(a,ϕ)=p)))       (1) 
Using the axioms and inference rules of SLP it is possible to infer, from B(a, 

BP(b,ϕ)≠BP(a,ϕ)) and BP(a,ϕ)=p, that ¬B(a, BP(b,ϕ)=p). But this is equivalent to   
BP(a,BP(b,ϕ)=p)<1, resulting: 

BP(a,ϕ)=p ∧ BP(a,BP(b,ϕ)=p)<1 ∧ B(a,Comp(a,BP(a,ϕ)=p)))        (2) 
Then, by (2) and proposition 10 the agent a need to assume the intention to inform b 

about the probability of ϕ. By the communication theory of FIPA this intention and beliefs 
stated in (2) are enough to cause the emission of the inform-bp act from a to b agent inform-
ing the probability of ϕ. 

If we force that agents a and b use SLP as content language and require that agent a be 
completely unsure if agent b knows the probability of ϕ, then it is also possible to use the 
inform acts of FIPA. The principle stated in proposition 9 allows to infer, from BP(a,ϕ)=p, 
that: 

  B(a,BP(a,ϕ)=p).                      (3) 
In FIPA inform act, the feasibility precondition (FP) also requires that agent a be com-

pletely unsure if the agent b knows some proposition ψ is stated as: 
¬B(a, B(b, ψ) ∨ B(b,¬ ψ) ∨  U(b, ψ) ∨  U(b,¬ ψ))           (4) 

Substituting ψ  in (4) by  BP(b,ϕ)=p we have: 
¬B(a,B(b,BP(b,ϕ)=p) ∨ B(b,¬BP(b,ϕ)=p) ∨ U(b,BP(b,ϕ)=p) ∨ U(b,¬BP(b,ϕ)=p))    (5) 
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So, agent a believes in (3) and if it also believes in (5) it can emit an inform act to agent 
b, with the proposition BP(a,ϕ)=p as the content of the act. 

5 Future Works 
Several interesting developments can follow our work. A direct possibility it is to check 

the influence of probabilistic knowledge and reasoning in other types of communicative acts 
and interaction protocols. Particularly interesting and related to our ongoing research it is the 
application of probabilistic knowledge and reasoning to model formally negotiation proto-
cols, mainly when these protocols are related to the pedagogical negotiation, which is a very 
complex form of interaction that occurs in intelligent learning environments (and class-
rooms) [8]. Another possibility is to use the logical representation schemes for BN (like the 
schemes presented in [2] and [7]) as a starting point for the research of shared ontologies for 
probabilistic knowledge. The considerable research work already done for logical based on-
tologies, can be applied to this new research.  
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Summary. In systems where agents are required to interact with a partially known and dy-
namic world, sensors can be used to obtain further knowledge about the environment. How-
ever, sensors may be unreliable, that is, they may deliver wrong information (due, e.g., to
hardware or software malfunctioning) and, consequently, they may cause agents to take wrong
decisions, which is a scenario that should be avoided. The paper considers the problem of rea-
soning in noisy environments in a setting where no (either certain or probabilistic) data is
available in advance about the reliability of sensors. Therefore, assuming that each agent is
equipped with a background theory (in our setting, an extended logic program) encoding its
general knowledge about the world, we define a concept of detecting an anomaly perceived in
sensor data and the related concept of agent recovering to a coherent status of information. In
this context, the complexities of various anomaly detection and anomaly recovery problems
are studied.

1 Introduction

Consider an agent operating in a dynamic environment according to an internal
background theory (the agent’s trustable knowledge) which is enriched, over time,
through sensing the environment. Were sensors completely reliable, in a fully ob-
servable environment, the agent could gain a perfectly correct perception of envi-
ronment evolution. However, in general, sensors maybe unreliable, in that they may
deliver erroneous observations to the agent. Thus, the agent’s perception about en-
vironment evolution might be erroneous and this, in turn, might cause that wrong
decisions are taken.

In order to deal with the uncertainty that arises from noisy sensors, probabilistic
approaches have been proposed see, e.g., [5, 6, 7, 14, 16, 21]) where evolutions are
represented by means of dynamic systems in which transitions among possible states
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Fig. 1. Parking lot example.

are determined in terms of probability distributions. Other approaches refer to some
logic formalization (see, e.g., modal logics, action languages, logic programming,
and situation calculus [2, 11, 12, 20]) in which a logical theory is augmented to deal
quantitatively and/or qualitatively with the reliability of the sensors.

In this paper we take a different perspective instead, by assuming that no informa-
tion about reliabilities of sensors is available in advance. Therefore, in this context,
neither probabilistic nor qualitative information can be exploited for reasoning with
sensing. Nonetheless, it is in any case relevant to single out faulty sensor data in or-
der for the agent to be able to correctly maintain a correct perception about the status
of the world. To this aim, we introduce a formal framework good for reasoning about
anomalies in agent’s perception of environment evolutions, that relies on the identi-
fication of possible discrepancies between the observations gained through sensors
and the internal trustable knowledge of the agent.

In order to make the framework clearer, we next introduce a running example.

1.1 Example of Faulty Sensors Identification

Consider an agent who is in charge of parking cars in a parking lot (see Figure 1).
The parking lot consists of two buildings, each with several floors. The floors are
reached via a single elevator which runs in the middle in between the two buildings
(so, there is a building toleft and one to theright of the elevator door). A number
of sensors are used to inform the agent about parking place availability at different
levels of the two buildings. In particular, the sensors tell the agent: (a) if there is
any available parking place at some level in any of the two buildings (sensors1); (b)
given the floor where the agent is currently located, if there is any available parking
place in the left and/or the right building at that floor (sensors2); (c) given the floor
and the building (left or right) where the agent is currently located, whether parking
places are available at that floor in that building (sensors3) – let us assume that there
are a total ofn parking places at each level of each of the two buildings. Also, the
agent uses a background theory that tells him that if he is at floori of the building
x and sensorss1, when queried, signalled parking availability at leveli and sensor
s2, when queried, signalled a parking availability in buildingx then there must be
indeed at least one parking place available at his current position.

Now, assume that, in fact, the agent senses sensors3 and the sensor returns the
information that no place is available at the current agent’s position. This clearly
disagrees with the internal state of the agent that tells that there should be indeed
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at least one place available in that position. Such disagreement implies that some
anomalies came into play somehow.

In particular, the agent might doubt about the reliability of sensors3 (that is,
there actually are available parking places at the agent position, buts3 tells that none
is available). Similarly, the agent might suspect that sensors1 is reliable whiles2

is not, thereby inferring that there is a place to park at the very floor where he is
currently located, but on the opposite building.

1.2 Contribution and Organization

Within the framework outlined above, the contribution of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce some preliminaries on extended logic programming

which shall constitute the basic formalism exploited for modelling agents back-
ground knowledge. Then, in Section 3, we formally propose a concept of anomaly in
state evolutions of a dynamic environment, as perceived by an agent sensing that en-
vironment through (possibly) noisy sensors. Moreover, we define a suitable concept
of recovering the agent internal mental state from anomalies.

After that the framework has been introduced, we turn to the study of the com-
putational complexity of some basic relevant problems related to state evolution
anomaly detection and recovery. The results are proved and discussed in Section 4.
We considered background knowledge bases modelled by means of not-free ex-
tended logic programs as well as general logic programs under both the brave and
the cautious semantics. We point out here that, depending on the complexity of the
agent background knowledge, anomaly checking may be characterized by a quite
varied degree of difficulty, ranging from simple checking for the occurrence of com-
plementary literals in sensor data and in the agent background knowledge (which
is basically the case for our running example above) to quite complex tasks. The
capability of characterizing computational complexity sources in knowledge repre-
sentation frameworks is important both for gaining knowledge of the structure of
the problems the framework comprises and, above all, to be able to realize effective
rewriting and optimizations needed to efficiently implement them [10]. This justifies
our interest in analyzing the complexity of anomaly detection and repair in agent
evolutions, which will accounted for in the paper.

We believe that our investigation is a step towards providing capabilities for dy-
namic plan monitoring and repairing in noisy environment, where it can be useful
for an agent that is trying to achieve its goals to be able to monitor, identify anoma-
lies and fix a plan while evolving [3, 4, 8]. In this respect, it deserves of further
work the possibility of prototypically implementing anomalies identification primi-
tives for agent evolutions on top of some available answer set engine (e.g., [13, 17]),
and subsequently made them available to conditional planning environments (e.g.,
[15, 19, 22]).
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2 Preliminaries on Extended Logic Programs (ELPs)

We briefly recall here that a propositional ELP is a set of rules of the formL0 ←
L1, . . . , Lm, not Lm+1, . . . , not Ln (n ≥ m ≥ 0), where the symbol “not”
denotes negation by default, and eachLi is a literal, i.e. an expression of the
form p or ¬p with p a propositional letter and the symbol “¬” denotes classical
negation. Byh(r) we denote the headL0 of the rule r, and byb(r) its body
L1, . . . , Lm, not Lm+1, . . . , not Ln. An ELP ispositiveif classical negation does
not occur in the program.

In the following, we consider theanswer setsemantics for ELPs [9].Answer
setsof an ELPP are defined as follows. LetLit(P ) denote the set of all the literals
obtained using the propositional letters occurring inP . Let acontextbe any subset
of Lit(P ). Let P be anegation-by-default-freeELP. Call a contextS closed under
P iff for each ruleL0 ← L1, . . . , Lm in P , if L1, . . . , Lm ∈ S, thenL0 ∈ S. An
answer setof P is any minimal contextS such that (1)S is closed underP and
(2) if S is inconsistent, that is if there exists a propositional letterp such that both
p ∈ S and¬p ∈ S, thenS = Lit(P ). An answer set of a general ELP is defined as
follows. Let thereduct ofP w.r.t the contextS, denoted byRed(P, S), be the ELP
obtained fromP by deleting (i) each rule that hasnot L in its body for someL ∈ S,
and (ii) all subformulae of the formnot L of the bodies of the remaining rules. Any
contextS which is an answer set ofRed(P, S) is ananswer setof P . By ANSW(P )
we denote the collection of all consistents answer sets of an ELPP . An ELP P is
ANSW-consistent iffANSW(P ) 6= ∅.

An ELP P cautiouslyentails a literall, written P |=c l, iff for each S ∈
ANSW(P ), l ∈ S. An ELP P bravelyentails a literall, written P |=b l, iff there
existsS ∈ ANSW(P ) such thatl ∈ S.

3 Formal Framework

In this section, we introduce a simple framework to model environment state evolu-
tions with sensing, and we formally state the problem of reasoning about possibly
faulty sensors. In this respect, we present some techniques that an agent might ex-
ploit to identify ‘anomalous’ observations (and, hence, faulty sensors), and a ‘repair
approach’ in execution monitoring accommodating the uncertainty on the outcome
of the sensors.

3.1 Sensors, Agents, and Transitions

Let F be a set of propositional variables. We denote by¬f the negation of any
f ∈ F , and byF¬ the set{¬f | f ∈ F}.

We distinguish two (disjoint) sets of variables:(i) beliefs B, denoting the agent
beliefs about the status of the world;(ii) observables O, modelling the actual status
of the world as returned by a setS of environment sensors. Specifically, for each
sensors ∈ S, λ(s) ⊆ O denotes the set of propositional variables that are sensed by
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B :

�
floor0, f loor1, f loor2

buildingl, buildingr

O :

8<: availF0, availF1, availF2

availBl, availBr

availP lace

S :

8<:λ(s1) = {availF0, availF1, availF2}
λ(s2) = {availBl, availBr}
λ(s3) = {availP lace}

K :

�
availP lace ← availFi, availBj ,

f loori, buildingj .8>>>><>>>>:
senseForAvailabilityOnF loor : 〈floor0, s1〉
senseForAvailabilityOnBuilding : 〈∅, s2〉
senseForParking : 〈∅, s3〉
movei,j : 〈floori, {¬floori, f loorj}〉
enterj : 〈∅, {buildingj}〉

Fig. 2. Formalization of the parking lot example.

s. Moreover, at any time instant, we assume that the value of the sensor is returned
by a functionval : S 7→ λ(S) × λ(S)¬ producing a consistent set of observables
(literals which the sensor evaluates to ‘true’).

Example 1.In theparking lotapplication, the sensorsS, the observablesO and the
beliefsB are reported in Figure 2, where, for instance,availFi means that there are
parking places available at leveli, availBl that at the current floor there are places
available in the left building, andbuildingr that the car is currently in the building
on the right. ¢

Each agent is characterized by abackground knowledgeK expressed as an ex-
tended logic program overF , and, over time, by a currentstaterepresented as a
pair of setsS = 〈SB , SO〉, whereSB ⊆ B × B¬ andSO ⊆ O × O¬, such that
bothSB andSO are consistent. In the following,SB (resp.SO) will be denoted by
B(S) (resp.O(S)). In order to achieve its goals, the agent operates by executingop-
eratorsthat causetransitionsbetween states, that is, they cause the environment to
evolve together with the agent mental state. In particular, a transition usually changes
the agent’s beliefs; yet, it may change the observables if the corresponding operator
includes asensing.

Several ways to define transitions between states in the presence of sensing ac-
tions have been proposed in the literature, accounting, e.g., for non-deterministic
effects, causal effects, probabilities, and so on (see, e.g., [20, 18, 14, 12, 21] and
references therein). In the foregoing, we decided to refer to a particularly simple ap-
proach, since the results we are going to present are largely independent of the cho-
sen formalization of transitions and associated operators. Hence, in order to make
the exposition clearer we resume to a quite simple model which allows to specify
preconditions, multiple-effects andsensing actions. So, in our context, an operatort
for an agentA is simply a pair〈c, e〉 such thatc is a logic formula over the setB ∪O
denoting the preconditions, ande is the effect of the operator which can be either(i)
a consistent subseteB of B × B¬, or (ii) a sensores ∈ S. We denote bycon(t) the
preconditionc, and byeff (t) the effecte of t. See Figure 2 for the theoryK and the
set of operators in our parking lot application.
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In the following, given a preconditionc and an answer setS we will assume that
the entailmentS |= c is polynomial time decidable. An ELPP cautiouslyentails
a conditionc, written P |=c c, iff for eachS ∈ ANSW(P ), S |= c. An ELP P
bravelyentails a conditionc, writtenP |=b c, iff there existsS ∈ ANSW(P ) such
thatS |= c.

We next define the semantics of applying operators to agent’s states.

Definition 1. Let A be an agent and〈SB , SO〉 be a state for it. An operatort = 〈c, e〉
is applicablein 〈SB , SO〉 if (K ∪ SB ∪ SO) |= c, and theresult of its applicationis
the state〈S′B , S′O〉 defined as:

• 〈SB , (SO \ v¬) ∪ v〉, with v = val(es), if e = es ∈ S, and
• 〈SB \ e¬B ∪ eB , SO〉, if e = eB ⊆ B ×B¬.

In the case above, we also write〈SB , SO〉 →t 〈S′B , S′O〉. 2

Example 2.Consider again Figure 2, and in particular, the set of operators reported
in the bottom part of it: Given the state〈{floor0}, ∅〉, we can easily see that the
operatormove1,2 is not applicable. Conversely, the agent might apply the operator
senseForAvailabilityOnF loor and a possible outcome is〈{floor0}, {¬availF0,
¬availF1, availF2}〉. Figure 1 shows an example of transitions between states ex-
ploiting such operators. ¢

3.2 Reasoning on Evolutions

The repeated application of operators define an evolution for the agent. Formally, an
evolutionH for A is a succession of states of the form〈S0

B , S0
O〉 →t1 〈S1

B , S1
O〉 →t2

... →tn 〈Sn
B , Sn

O〉, such that (i) each transitionti is applicable in the state〈Si−1
B , Si−1

O 〉
and (ii) each state〈Si

B , Si
O〉 is the result of the application ofti in 〈Si−1

B , Si−1
O 〉. In-

tuitively, H represents an actual plan that the agent is performing in order to achieve
a given goal starting from the initial state〈S0

B , S0
O〉.

In the following,len(H) denotes the number of transitions occurring in the evo-
lution H; statei(H) denotes theith state of the evolutionH; state(H) denotes
statelen(H)(H); tri(H) denotes theith transition occurred in the evolution;H[i]
denotes the evolutionstate0(H) →tr1(H) . . . →tri(H) statei(H).

As previously pointed out, while dealing with noisy sensors, there might be evo-
lutions in which the agent finds some discrepancies between its mental beliefs (plus
its trustable knowledge) and the observations at hand. The following definition for-
malizes such a notion of ‘disagreement’.

Definition 2. Let H be an evolution for the agentA with knowledgeK. A set of
observationsW ⊆ O(state(H)) is ananomalyfor A in H if ∀w ∈ W , th(A,H) \
W |= ¬w, whereth(A,H) denotes the theoryK∪B(state(H))∪O(state(H)). 2

Example 3.Let H be the evolution:t1 : senseForAvailabilityOnF loor; t2 :
move0,2; t3 : senseForAvailabilityOnBuilding; t4 : enterl; andt5 : senseFor
Parking.
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Assume, now, that sensed values are such thatO(state1(H)) ⊇ {¬availF0,
¬availF1, availF2},O(state3(H)) ⊇ {availBl,¬availBr}, andO(state5(H)) ⊇
{¬availP lace} – see, again, Figure 2. Intuitively, the agent is planning to park at
the second floor in the left building after sensings1 ands2. But, the result of sensing
s3 is anomalous, as it disagrees with its mental beliefs (inK) according to which
availP lace should be true there. ¢

The agent employed in our running example has a unique possible view of the
world, being its knowledge a positive program. In general, an agent may have sev-
eral possible worlds. Thus, in the following we will distinguish between the cautious
and the brave semantics. In particular, while anomaly existence under the cautious
semantics expresses that no possible world is consistent with the sensor readings, un-
der the brave semantics a set of sensor readings is anomalous if each sensor reading
is inconsistent with some possible world in which all sensors of the set are simulta-
neously kept quiet.

Given an anomaly, we are interested in finding possible fixes for it, i.e., “alterna-
tive” evolutions defined over the same set of transitions in which, however, the result
of the sensing actions may differ from the evolution in which the anomaly has been
singled out. This is formalized next with the notion ofrepair for an evolution.

Definition 3. An evolutionH ′ for A is arepair for H w.r.t. an anomalyW if:
1. len(H) = len(H ′),
2. tri(H) = tri(H ′), for each1 ≤ i ≤ len(H), and
3. ∀w ∈ W ∩ O(state(H ′)), th(A, H ′) \W 6|= ¬w.

Moreover,H ′ is non trivial if W ∩ O(state(H ′)) is not empty. 2

Example 4.For instance, a repair for our running example is obtained by replacing
the value returned by sensors2 with {¬availBl, availBr} while keeping the values
returned bys1 ands3. This represents the scenario in which the available place is in
the opposite building of the same floor. ¢

4 Reasoning with Noisy Sensors

Now that we have defined our formal framework for anomaly detection and repair-
ing of an agent’s mental state evolution, we turn to the problem of defining relevant
agent’s reasoning tasks. Moreover, as already stated in the Introduction, is it impor-
tant to pinpoint the computational complexity characterizing such tasks, since this is
a fundamental premise to devising effective and optimized implementations of our
framework.

Specifically, we shall next consider the following relevant problems:

• ANOMALY-EXISTENCE: Given an agentA and an evolutionH for it, does there
exist an anomalyW for A in H?

• REPAIR-EXISTENCE: Given an agentA and an anomalyW for A in an evolution
H, does there exist a (non trivial) repairH ′ for H w.r.t. W?
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not -freecautiousbrave

ANOMALY-EXISTENCE P-c ΣP
2 -c NP-c

REPAIR-EXISTENCE NP-c ΣP
2 -c ΣP

2 -c
REPAIR-CHECKING NP-c ΣP

2 -c ΣP
2 -c

ANOMALY &REPAIR-CHECK. P-c DP -c DP -c

Fig. 3. Complexity of Basic Problems.

• REPAIR-CHECKING: Given an agentA and evolutionsH andH ′, is H ′ a repair
for H w.r.t. some anomalyW for A?

• ANOMALY &REPAIR-CHECKING: Let A be an agent andH an evolution. Given
an evolutionH ′ and a set of observablesW ⊆ O(state(H)), is W an anomaly
for A in H, andH ′ a repair forH w.r.t. W?

Complexity results concerning problems defined above are depicted in Figure 3. In
the following, the complexity of theANOMALY-EXISTENCEproblem for a particular
semantics of general logic programs is investigated.

Let T be a truth assignment of the set{x1, . . . , xn} of boolean variables. Then,
we denote byΦ the boolean formulaΦ = C1∧ . . .∧Cm in conjunctive normal form,
with Cj = tj,1∨ tj,2∨ tj,3, where eachtj,k is a literal on the set of boolean variables
X = x1, . . . , xn. Recall that deciding thesatisfiability of Φ is a well-known NP
complete problem.

Theorem 1.ANOMALY-EXISTENCEfor ELPs under brave semantics isNP-complete.

Proof:
(Membership)The problem can be solved by a polynomial time nondeterminis-

tic Turing machine that guesses a subsetW ⊆ O(state(H)) together withn = |W |
contextsS1, . . . , Sn of th(A,H) \W such that¬wi ∈ Si, and then checks in poly-
nomial time that eachSi is an answer set of the reduct ofth(A,H)\W w.r.t.Si and,
hence, ofth(A,H) \W .

(Hardness)Given the boolean formulaΦ, consider the set of observablesO(Φ) =
{x0, x1, . . . , xn}, the sensors(Φ) with λ(s(Φ)) = O(Φ), and the agentA(Φ) with
knowledgeK(Φ) :

r0 : sat ← c1, . . . , cm.
r1,j : cj ← σ(tj,1). (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
r2,j : cj ← σ(tj,2). (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
r3,j : cj ← σ(tj,3). (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
r4,i : ¬xi ← not xi, sat. (0 ≤ i ≤ n)

whereσ(xi) = xi andσ(¬xi) = not xi, the operatort(Φ) = 〈∅, s(Φ)〉, and the evo-
lution H(Φ) = 〈∅, ∅〉 →t(Φ) 〈∅,O(Φ)〉. Now we prove that there exists an anomaly
W ⊆ O(Φ) for A(Φ) in H(Φ) iff Φ is satisfiable.

(⇒) Assume that there exists an anomalyW for A(Φ) in H(Φ). Thenth(A(Φ),
H(Φ)) \ W |= ¬w, ∀w ∈ W . As the negation of some observablexi can be
implied only by ruler4,i, then it is the case that there exists an answer setM of
th(A(Φ),H(Φ)) such thatsat ∈ M . Consequently,T (xi) = true, ∀xi ∈ X \W ,
andT (xi) = false, ∀xi ∈ W , is a truth assignment to the variables ofΦ that makes
the formula satisfied.
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(⇐) Assume thatΦ is satisfiable, and letTX be a truth value assignment to the
variables inX that makesΦ true. ThenW = {x0} ∪ {xi | TX(xi) = false} is an
anomaly forA(Φ) in H(Φ).

According to the theorem above, negation by default makesANOMALY-EXISTENCE

intractable. Moreover, under the cautious semantics the problem is more difficult
than under the brave (see Figure 3), unlike most cases in which a kind of symme-
try holds between the complexity of the two semantics (within the same level of the
polynomial hierarchy).

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have defined a formal framework good for reasoning about agents’
mental state evolution about environments sensed through possibly unreliable sen-
sors. In our framework, no information (neither certain nor probabilistic) is assumed
to be available in advance about the reliability of sensors. The agent’s perception
can however be maintained to encode a correct perception of the world through the
identification and the resolution of discrepancies occurring between sensor delivered
data and the agent’s internal trustable knowledge, encoded in the form of an ELP
under answer set semantics. After having defined the formal framework, in order to
pinpoint main computational complexity sources implied in the implementation of
the anomaly detection and repairing agent’s mental state evolution, several reasoning
problem have been considered and their complexity have been studied.

We note that the problem ofbelief changeis only loosely related to work here
done. Indeed, rather than being interested in revising the agent theory in order to en-
tail the new information provided by the environment, we are interested in singling
out environmental manifestations to be doubted about. The notion of minimal repair
is indeed relevant in order to rank different possible repairs. We point out that several
relations of preference between repairs can be embedded in the basic framework here
introduced. Indeed, a natural form of preference relies in the number of agent obser-
vations the repair should change in order to recover its mental consistency, while it is
also interesting to rank repairs depending on the number of anomalies they are able
to fix. Furthermore, while sensors under consideration can only report binary states,
the framework is not limited to the management of binary environmental measures,
as many-valued discrete signals can be indeed simulated by sets of binary signals.
Investigating the impact of enriching the framework with sensors delivering real-
valued data is also of interest. Finally, it is interesting to explore how the presented
framework could be embedded within a full-fledged conditional agent planning sys-
tem. All those issues discusses above will be the topics of future investigation, while
we are currently involved with the implementation of our system on top of the DLV
system [13].
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Summary. Semantic Web services are self describing programs that can be
searched, understood and used by other programs. Despite the advantages Se-
mantic Web services provide, specially for building agent based systems, there
is a need for mechanisms to enable agents to discover Semantic Web services.
This paper describes an extension of the MoviLog agent platform for search-
ing Web services taking into account their semantic descriptions. Preliminary
experiments showing encouraging results are also reported.

1 Introduction

Once a big repository of Web pages, images and others forms of static data, the Web
is evolving into a worldwide network of Web Services, paving the way to the so-called
Semantic Web [1]. A Web Service [2] is a distributed piece of functionality that can be
published, located and accessed through standard Web protocols. The goal of Web ser-
vices is to achieve automatic interoperability between Web applications by providing
them with an infrastructure to use Web-accessible resources.

Several researchers agree that mobile agents will have a fundamental role to ma-
terialize this vision [3, 4]. A mobile agent is a computer program which is able to
migrate between network sites to perform tasks and interact with resources. Mobile
agents have good properties that make them suitable for exploiting the potential of the
Web [5]: support for disconnected operations, robustness and scalability.

Despite the advantages mobile agents offer, many challenges remain to glue them
with Web services. Most of these challenges are a result of the nature of the Web. From
its beginnings the Web has been mainly designed for human use and interpretation.
Hence, mobile agents cannot autonomously take advantage of Web resources, thus
forcing developers to write hand-coded solutions that are difficult to extend, reuse and
maintain. Besides, the inherent complexity of mobile code programming with respect
to traditional non-mobile systems, has dwindled the massive adoption of mobile agent
technology, limiting its usage to small applications and prototypes.

In this sense, we believe there is a need for a mobile agent development infras-
tructure that addresses these problems and, at the same time, preserve the key benefits
of mobile agents for building distributed applications. To this end, we have devel-
oped MoviLog [6], a platform for building Prolog-based mobile agents on the WWW.
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MoviLog encourages the usage of mobile agents by supporting a novel mechanism
for handling mobility named RMF (Reactive Mobility by Failure). It allows program-
mers to easily build mobile agents on the Semantic Web without worrying about Web
services location or access details. Furthermore, to take into account the semantics of
services, we have extended MoviLog with support for semantic matching and discov-
ery of Web services. The extension, called Apollo, enables an automatic interoperation
between mobile agents and Web services with little development effort.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces semantic Web ser-
vices. Sect. 3 presents the MoviLog platform. Sect. 4 describes Apollo. Sect. 5 ex-
plains an example. Sect. 6 reports experimental results. Sect. 7 discusses the most
relevant related work. Finally, Sect. 8 draws conclusions.

2 Semantic Web Services

Web services are a suitable model to allow systematic interactions of programs across
the WWW. To hide the diversity of resources hosted by the WWW, Web services
technologies mostly rely on XML, a structured language that extends and formalizes
HTML. In this sense, the W3C Consortium has developed SOAP 1, a communication
protocol based on XML. Besides, languages for describing Web services have been
developed. An example is WSDL2, an XML-based language for describing services as
a set of operations over SOAP messages. From a WSDL document, a program can find
out the specific services a Web site provides, and how to use and invoke these services.

UDDI 3 defines mechanisms for searching and

Fig. 1. Web services architecture

publishing Web services. By means of UDDI, Web
service providers register information about the ser-
vices they offer, thus making it available to potential
clients. The information managed by UDDI ranges
from WSDL files describing services to data for con-
tacting providers.

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual architecture of Web
services. A Web service is defined by a WSDL doc-

ument describing a set of operations. A provider creates WSDLs for its services and
publish them in an UDDI registry. A requester can browse registries to find services
matching his needs. Then, the requesters can bind to the provider by invoking any of
the operations defined by the WSDLs.

The weakest point of the architecture shown above is that it does not consider
the semantics of services. To achieve an automatic interaction between agents and
Web services, each service must be described in a nonambiguous and computer-
understandable way. In this sense, some languages for Web services metadata anno-
tation have emerged, such as RDF 4 and OWL [7], whose goal is to provide a formal

1 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol): http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
2 WSDL (Web Service Description Language): http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
3 UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration): http://www.uddi.org
4 RDF (Resource Description Framework): http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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model for describing the concepts involved in services. In this way, agents can under-
stand and reason about the functionality a Web service performs, thus enabling the
automatization of Web applications. Finally, a step towards the creation of a standard
ontology of services is OWL-S [8]. The next section introduces MoviLog.

3 MoviLog

MoviLog [6] is a platform for programming mobile agents. The execution units of
MoviLog are Prolog-based mobile agents named Brainlets. MoviLog uses strong mo-
bility, where Brainlets execution state is transferred transparently on migration. Be-
sides providing basic mobility primitives, the most interesting aspect of MoviLog is
the notion of Reactive Mobility by Failure (RMF), a novel mobility model that re-
duces the effort for developing mobile agents by automating decisions such as when
or where to migrate upon a failure. A failure is defined as the impossibility of an exe-
cuting agent to obtain some required resource at the current site.

Roughly, each Brainlet possess Prolog code that is organized in two sections: pred-
icates and protocols. The first section defines the agent behavior and data. The second
section declares rules that are used by RMF for managing mobility. RMF states that
when a predicate declared in the protocols section of an agent fails, MoviLog moves
the Brainlet along with its execution state to another site that contains definitions for
the predicate. Indeed, not all failures trigger mobility, but only failures caused by predi-
cates declared in the protocols section. The idea is that normal predicates are evaluated
with the regular Prolog semantics, but predicates for which a protocol exists are treated
by RMF so that their failure may cause migration. The next example presents a simple
Brainlet whose goal is to solve an SQL query given by a user on a certain database:

PROTOCOLS
pro toco l ( dataBase , [name(X) , user (U) , passwd (P ) ] ) .

CLAUSES
doQuery (DBName, Query , Res):−

dataBase ( [ name(DBName) , user ( ’ d e f a u l t ’ ) , passwd ( ’ ’ ) ] , Conn ) ,
doQuery (Conn , Query , Res ) , c loseConnect ion (Conn ) .

?−sqlQuery (DBName, Query , Res):− doQuery (DBName, Query , Res ) .

PROTOCOLS section declares a protocol stating that the evaluation of data-
base(...) predicate must be handled by RMF. In other words, the RMF mechanism will
act whenever an attempt of connecting to the given database with the supplied user-
name and password fails at the current site. As a result, RMF will transfer the agent
to a site containing a database named DBName. After connecting to the database, the
Brainlet will execute the query, and then return to its origin. Note that the protocol
does not specify any particular value of the properties of the requested connection,
which means that all unsuccessful attempts to access locally any database with any
username-password combination will trigger reactive mobility.

Despite the advantages RMF has shown, it is not adequate for developing Web-
enabled applications because it lacks support for interacting with Web resources. To
overcome this limitation, RMF and its runtime support have been adapted to provide
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a tight integration with Web Services [9]. Also, to take advantage of services seman-
tics, an infrastructure for managing and reasoning about Web services metadata named
Apollo has been built. The rest of the paper focuses on Apollo.

4 Semantic Matching in MoviLog

Semantic matching allows agents to take advantage of ontologies by using inference
capabilities. An ontology represents the meaning of terms in vocabularies and the re-
lationships between these terms [1]. Reasoners are often used to infer knowledge from
ontologies. We have developed a Prolog-based reasoner as a set of rules and facts for
describing and manipulating ontologies. In addition, the reasoner includes matchmak-
ing rules to determine semantic similarity between any pair of concepts.

4.1 Representing ontologies in Prolog

We have developed a reasoner on top of the OWL-Lite language [7]. Unfortunately,
OWL-Lite only supports classification hierarchy and simple constraints, thus offer-
ing less expressiveness than other languages belonging to the OWL family. However,
OWL-Lite ensures inference completeness and decidability.

Table 1. OWL to Prolog correspondence

OWL-Lite Prolog Description
Class class(X) X is a class.
rdfs:subClassOf subClassOf(X,Y) X is a subclass of class Y.
rdf:Property property(X) X is a property.
rdfs:subPropertyOf subPropertyOf(X,Y) X is a subproperty of property Y.
Individual individualOf(X,Y). X is an instance of class Y.
inverseOf inverseOf(X,Y) X is inverse to property Y.
equivalentProperty equivalentProperty(X,Y) X is equivalent to property Y.
equivalentClass equivalentClass(X,Y) X is equivalent to class Y.
Properties triple(X,Y,Z). X is related to Z by property Y.

Interestingly, OWL-Lite can be translated to first order logic [10]. Table 1 shows
the Prolog counterpart for some of the OWL-Lite sentences supported by our rea-
soner. OWL-Lite classes and properties are represented as simple facts; relationships
are expressed as RDF triples. An RDF triple is a structure with the form triple(subject,
property, object) which indicates that subject is related by property to object value.
OWL-Lite features such as cardinality, range and domain constraints over properties
are represented as triples. For example, triple(author, range, person) states that prop-
erty author must be an instance of the class person. In addition, equality, inequality
and transitive sentences of OWL-Lite may indirectly relate a concept to another. Our
reasoner defines the following set of rules for dealing with these relationships:
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t r i p l e (X,E,Y):− equ iva len tProper t y (P,E) , t r i p l e (X, P,Y ) .
t r i p l e (Y,O,X):− inverseOf (P,O) , t r i p l e (X, P,Y ) .
t r i p l e (X, T , Z):− t r a n s i t i v e (T ) , t r i p l e (X, T ,Y) , t r i p l e (Y, T , Z ) .

The first rule states that X is related to Y by property E, if E is equivalent to P and X
is related to Y by P. For example, if author and writer were equivalent properties, then
triple(article, writer, person) holds. The second rule states that Y is related to X by
property O whenever inverseOf(P,O) is true and X is related to Y by P. For example, if
hasPublication and author were inverse properties, then triple(person, hasPublication,
article) holds. The last rule handles transitive relationships between concepts: if John
is Paul’s advisor, and Paul is George’s advisor, then John is George’s advisor.

Fig. 2 shows an ontology

Fig. 2. An ontology for generic documents

for documents. It defines that
a thesis and an article are doc-
uments, both having one or
more authors. A thesis has an
advisor. Both author and ad-
visor are properties with range
person. A document has a ti-
tle, a language and some sec-
tions. Finally, a section has a
content. In the rules two new concepts appear: Thing and owl:string. Thing is the par-
ent class of all OWL classes. Also, OWL includes some built-in datatypes.

4.2 Matching concepts

Ontologies can be used to describe data and services in a machine-understandable way.
Automated data migration systems use ontologies to semantically describe their data
structures. A process may then migrate a record from a source database to a suffi-
ciently similar record in a target database. In automated Web services discovery sys-
tems, agents usually try to locate a sufficiently similar service to accomplish their
current goal. Indeed, the problem to define what “sufficiently similar” means.

The degree of match between two concepts depends on their distance in a taxon-
omy tree. A taxonomy may refer to either a hierarchical classification of things or the
principles underlying the classification. Almost anything can be classified according
to some taxonomic scheme. Mathematically, a taxonomy is a tree-like structure that
categorizes a given set of objects. We have defined four degrees of matching according
to [11]. The rational to compute the similarity between two concepts X and Y is:

– exact if X and Y are individuals belonging to the same or equivalent classes, we
label similarity as exact.

– subsumes if X is a subclass of Y we label similarity as subsumes.
– plug-in if Y is a subclass of X we label similarity as plug-in.
– fail occurs when none of the previous labels could be stated.

We have enhanced this scheme by considering the distance between any pair of
concepts in a taxonomy tree (see Fig. 3). From the diagram, it can be clearly stated
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that c2 is more similar to b1 than a1: their similarity has been labeled as plug-in, but
c2 is hierarchically closer to b1 than a1.

The matchmaking algorithm

Fig. 3. Enhanced degree of match

consists of a set of Prolog rules
for calculating the distance be-
tween concepts within a taxon-
omy. The rule match(C0, C1, La-
bel, Dist) returns the distance be-
tween C0 and C1 under Label.
For example, the rule for equiv-
alent classes is:
match (X,Y, exact ,0):− equ iva len tC lass (X,Y ) .

The distance between two concepts is defined recursively as:
isSubClassOf (X,Y,1):− subClassOf (X,Y ) .
isSubClassOf (X,Y,N):− subClassOf (X, Z ) , isSubClassOf (Z ,Y, T ) , N is T+1.

Applying the previous rules with X=article produces: isSubClassOf(article,docu-
ment,1) and isSubClassOf(article,thing,2). Matching rules for subsumes and plug-in
labels use isSubClassOf(X,Y,Z) to compute distance as shown below:
match (X,Y, subsumes ,N):− isSubClassOf (X,Y,N ) .
match (X,Y, p lug in ,N):− isSubClassOf (Y, X,N ) .

For space reasons, matchmaking support for properties is omitted. Nevertheless,
the scheme previously discussed applies when computing distance between properties.

4.3 Semantic Web Services Discovery

In order to perform a semantic

Fig. 4. The Apollo System

search of a Web service instead of a
less effective keyword based search,
an agent needs computer processable
descriptions of services. Ontologies
can be used for representing such de-
scriptions. In this sense, OWL-S [8]
aims at creating a standard service
ontology. OWL-S consist of a set of
predefined classes and properties for
representing services. However, OWL-S is intended to describe services and how they
must be invoked, but not how to semantically locate them. We combined OWL-S de-
scriptions with UDDI registries to build a semantic Web services discovery system
called Apollo. Fig. 4 shows its architecture.

Apollo allows a Web service publisher to annotate services by using concepts from
a shared OWL-S ontology database. Apollo is based on an OWL-S subset named Ser-
vice Profile, which offers support for semantic description of services functionality,
arguments, preconditions and effects. In this way, a publisher can describe services
and its parameters in terms of concepts from the shared database. WSDL documents
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are stored in UDDI nodes by using UDDI4J5. Finally, each WSDL document and its
concepts are associated through the Semantic Descriptions Database.

A search request contains a concept describing the desired service functionality,
and two sets of concepts for in/out parameters. To perform a more effective search,
service requests are forwarded both to UDDI registries and to the Semantic Search
Engine. Data resulting from an UDDI search are transformed to concepts from the
Ontology Database by a component that extends the UDDI Inquiry API.

The main component of the Semantic Search Engine is the semantic reasoner. It
uses a matchmaking scheme and a simple algorithm for sorting the results of a service
search according to the degree of match. The algorithm first tries to contact a Web
service that semantically matches the requested conceptual output. If there are more
than one Web service with the same degree of match for their output, the algorithm
examines inputs to check that the requester is able to invoke the service. The pseudo
code for the Web service rating algorithm is:
exact = 2 ; subsumes = 1; p l u g i n = 0;
MatchResult compare ( MatchResult mr0 , MatchResult mr1 ) {

i f ( mr0 . output . label > mr1 . output . label ) return mr0 ;
else i f ( mr0 . output . label < mr1 . output . label ) return mr1 ;
else { i f ( mr0 . output . d is tance < mr1 . output . d is tance ) return mr0 ;

else i f ( mr0 . output . d is tance > mr1 . output . d is tance ) return mr1 ;
}
/∗ Outputs match . . . Now compare i npu t parameters . ∗ /

}

5 A sample scenario

Suppose we are deploying a network composed of sites that accepts Brainlets for exe-
cution. Some of these sites offers Web services for translating different types of docu-
ments (articles, forms, theses, etc.) to a target language. Every time a client wishes to
translate a document, an agent is asked to find the service that best adapts to the kind
of document being processed. In order to add semantics features to the model, all sites
publish and search for Web services by using Apollo, and services are annotated with
concepts from the ontology presented in Sect. 4.1 (see Fig. 2).

We assume the existence of

Fig. 5. A Brainlet for thesis translation

different instances of Web ser-
vices for handling the transla-
tion of a specific type of doc-
ument. For example, translat-
ing a plain document may dif-
fer from translating a thesis, be-
cause a smarter translation can
be done in this latter case: a ser-
vice can take advantage of a thesis’ keywords to perform a context-aware translation.
Nevertheless, note that a thesis could be also translated by a Web service which expects
a Document concept as an input argument, since Thesis concept specializes Document
according to our ontology.

When a Brainlet gets a new document for translation, it prepares a semantic query.
In this case, the agent needs to translate a thesis to English. Fig. 5 shows the activities

5 UDDI for JAVA: http://www-124.ibm.com/developerworks/oss/uddi4j/
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performed by each actor involved in the translation process. Before sending the service
query, the Brainlet sets the service desired output as a Thesis. Also, the Brainlet sets
the target language as english and the source document kind as Thesis, and then the
semantic search process begins. Apollo uses semantic matching capabilities to find all
existing Translation services. Let us suppose two services are obtained: a service for
translating theses (s1) and a second service (s2) for translating any document.

After finding a proper list of translation Web services, Apollo sorts them according
to the degree of match computed between the semantic query and services descriptions,
and returns this new list back to the client. In the example, the degree of match for s1
is greater than for s2, because s1 outputs a Thesis (exact) while s2 was labeled as
subsumes with distance one.

PROTOCOLS
pro toco l ( webService , [ name( t r a n s l a t e ) , i np u t ( [ thes is , eng l i sh ] ) , ou tput ( t h e s i s ) ] ) .

CLAUSES
% The Prolog s t r u c t u r e represen t ing some t h e s i s
t h e s i s ( [ t i t l e ( ’A t i t l e ’ ) , author ( ’An author ’ ) , language ( spanish ) ,

adv isor ( ’An adv isor ’ ) , sec t ions ( [ . . . ] ) } ) .
?− t r a n s l a t e ( TargetLang , Res):−

webService ( [ name( t r a n s l a t e ) , i n pu t ( [ thes is , TargetLang ] ) ,
ou tput ( t h e s i s ) ] , WSProxy ) , t h e s i s ( Th ) , executeService (WSProxy ,
[ Th , TargetLang ] , Res ) .

The previous code shows the implementation of the Brainlet discussed so far. As
explained before, when the webService(...) predicate is executed, RMF contacts Apollo
to find candidate services that semantically match the Brainlet’s request. The evalua-
tion of the predicate returns a proxy to the resulting service, which is used to effectively
access it. The way the service is actually contacted (i.e. migrate to the service location
or remotely invoke it) depends on access policies based on current execution condi-
tions (network load, agent size, etc.) managed by the underlying platform.

6 Experimental results

In this section we report some experimental results. Particularly, we evaluated the per-
formance of Apollo with regard to the number of published Web services. We gener-
ated a Semantic Web services database in an automatic fashion and we published it
into Apollo. Both Apollo and all test applications were deployed on a Pentium 4 2.26
GHz with 512 MB of RAM, running Java 1.4.2 on Linux.

The Semantic Web services database was created by using two ontologies: a stock
management domain and a car selling domain. Each service description was composed
of five properties: input, output, category, preconditions and effects. Therefore, its in-
put would be instantiated as a cs:sportcar concept, its output as a cs:quote concept, and
finally its functionality as a cs:car quoting concept. Furthermore, another Web service
can do the same for a “Sedan” car. In this case, since both cs:sport car and cs:sedan
are cs:vehicles, service input would be instantiated as cs:sedan. Finally, searches have
been simulated by using randomly generated conditions and expected results.

The resulting average response time for 600 random searches were: 2.37 ms
(100 services), 12.65 ms (1000 services) and 149.33 ms. (10000 services). From this
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we can conclude that Apollo performance is good. Note that the overall response time
is less than 200 ms for 10000 Web services descriptions.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between database size and the time for processing
200 different searches. It can be seen that the worst response time is less than 600 ms.
Note that the peaks of the curves are caused by the JAVA garbage collector.

7 Related work

Some related approaches are
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[12, 13, 14]. Most of them de-
scribe services by means of on-
tologies and a discrete scale of se-
mantic similarity based on [11].
One limitation of these approaches
is that their matching scheme do
not consider the distance between
concepts within a taxonomy tree.
Hence, similarity related to dif-
ferent specializations of the same
concept are wrongfully computed
as being equal.

The OWL-S Matchmaker [8] is a semantic Web service discovery and publication
system. It includes a semantic matching algorithm based on service functionality and
data transformation descriptions written in OWL-S. Data transformation descriptions
are made in terms of service input and output arguments. Moreover, service search
requests are enriched with concepts for describing the list of services that match a
required data transformation. The OWL-S Matchmaker does not support taxonomic
distance between concepts either.

In [15], a Web service is described by an OWL-S Service Profile instance or an ex-
tension of an existing profile. Semantic similarity between two services is computed by
comparing their profiles’ metadata instead of input/output concepts. A service request
must contain the class associated to the ideal service profile (i.e. the one preferred
by the requester), which is matched against published profiles. The drawback of this
approach is its lack of support for finding available service profiles extensions.

Some interesting advances towards the integration of agents and Web services are
ConGolog [16] and IG-JADE-PKSLib [17]. However, these approaches present the
following problems: bad performance/scalability (IG-JADE-PKSLib), no/limited mo-
bility (IG-JADE-PKSLib, ConGolog). In addition, none of the previous platforms pro-
vide support for semantic matching and discovery of Web services.
8 Conclusion and future work

This paper introduced Apollo, an infrastructure for semantic matching and discovery of
Web services. Unlike previous work, Apollo defines a more precise semantic matching
algorithm, implemented on top of a Prolog reasoner which offers inference capabilities
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over OWL-Lite to a semantic Web services search engine. In addition, the integration
of MoviLog with Apollo enables the development of mobile agents that interact with
Web-accessible functionality. This leads to the creation of an environment where sites
can publish their capabilities as Semantic Web services, so that agents can use them.

In the context of Apollo, some issues remain to be solved. First, OWL-Lite needs
to be replaced by a more powerful and expressive language, such as OWL DL or OWL
Full. Second, the Ontologies Database content must be enhanced in order to provide
a framework to describe, publish and discover other types of semantically-annotated
Web resources (pages, blogs or agents), and not just Web services. Thereby an agent
would be able to autonomously interact with Web services or Web content.
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Abstract. The success of personal information agents depends on their
capacity to both identify relevant information for users and proactively
recommend context-relevant information. In this paper, we propose an
approach to enable proactive context-aware recommendation based on
the knowledge of both user interests and browsing patterns. The pro-
posed approach analyzes the browsing behavior of users to derive a
semantically enhanced context that points out the information which is
likely to be relevant for a user according to its current activities.

1 Introduction

The main goal of personal information agents is to present relevant information
to users based on the knowledge of their interests. In order to enable the adap-
tation and personalization of information delivered to users, personal agents
learn and represent long-term interests into user profiles. Thus, user profiling
addresses the issue of modeling interests to determine the relevance of a new,
previously unseen piece of information.

In addition to merely choosing the right information, personal agents should
also be aware of the user context in order to provide information in the time
and in the place it is more relevant to users. User profiles are frequently seen as
a way to disambiguate search topics. Even though this use of profiles supports
interactive context-aware information retrieval in which relevant documents are
gathered upon a direct user request, because of the lack of knowledge about the
active goals, it fails at supporting proactive context-aware retrieval in which
relevant documents are presented to users according to their activities [3].

In order to enable proactive context-aware information retrieval and rec-
ommendation, user behavior patterns as regards interests have to be explicitly
modeled into profiles. The extraction of such patterns is fostered by semantically
enriched profiles which provide a hierarchical organized view of the concepts a
user is interested in. Either ontology-based profiling [8] or conceptual cluster-
ing [7] allow agents to obtain these hierarchies starting from examples.

In this paper, we present an approach to augment a hierarchical represen-
tation of user interests obtained by conceptual clustering with user behavior
patterns extracted from observing the browsing activity. This enables proactive
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and adaptable behavior of personal agents which become able to predict and
anticipate user information needs. Section 2 describes this approach. Experi-
mental results are summarized in Section 3. Section 4 compares this work with
related ones. Finally, concluding remarks are stated in Section 5.

2 Learning and Using Browsing Patterns

The browsing behavior of users is an important resource for inferring contextual
information. It can be seen as a sequence of activities that are related to one
another not only through evolving information interests that can be described at
conceptual level, but also through proximity in time. By activity it is understood
a page visit which takes place during the course of browsing, while groups of
these activities can be referred to as sessions.

Information agents can take advantage of the knowledge gained from ob-
serving user browsing in conjunction with long-term user interests to retrieve
context-relevant information. If an agent detects the user is browsing through
certain interest categories, it can anticipate the categories in the same session
the user is likely to be interested in. The goal of activity-awareness is, therefore,
to proactively retrieve Web pages matching the user interests and compute a
set of recommendations for the current or active user session.

To accomplish this goal, browsing patterns referring to categories in the user
profile that are usually accessed together serve as the basis for recommenda-
tion and are mined starting from observation of frequent associations among
browsing activities. For extracting navigational patterns, the existence of a con-
ceptual hierarchy constituting the user profile is assumed, so that it can be used
to characterize Web pages, i.e. to describe pages in terms of interest categories.

A conceptual clustering algorithm that carries out incremental, unsuper-
vised concept learning over Web documents was used in this work to obtain
such hierarchical descriptions of user interests. However, other approaches can
be applied within this framework. Hierarchies of concepts produced by this al-
gorithm, named WebDCC [7], are classification trees in which internal nodes
represent concepts and leaf nodes represent clusters of examples.

In user profiles, browsing habits are represented by association of the form
A ⇒ B, where A and B are groups of categories and the association indicates
that, if the user current activities include visiting pages about the categories in
A, the next activities are likely to include visiting pages about B.

2.1 Client-Side Sessionization

A browsing session is a set of page references that takes place during one logical
period, e.g. the sequence of page accesses that takes place from a log in to a log
out of the browser. By identifying the session boundaries, it is ensured that the
information collected from one session is within the same context, which pro-
vides a good foundation for inferring and applying context in recommendation.

In contrast to Web usage mining, which focuses on extracting patterns of
multiple users within server logs, a more accurate and complete picture of a
user Web activity can be obtained from client side data. User actions can be
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recorded in an activity log by applications monitoring Web browsers. Thus, the
content of Web pages, the access time, the time spent on each page and other
information is available for analysis. Furthermore, actions such as opening or
closing the browser can be used to start and finish browsing sessions.

From client-side observation, it is possible to reliably recognize sessions in
the user activity log to evaluate the user interests as well as to understand user
frequent browsing patterns. A session Sj is a list of pages a user accessed to
ordered by time-stamp as follows:

Sj = {(p1, time1), (p2, time2), . . . , (pn, timen)}

where timei is the time the user accessed the page pi such that timei ≤
timej, ∀i ≤ j. Then, the user browsing activities are partitioned into a set of
sessions S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} containing individual page references.

The process of segmenting the activity of a user into sessions is performed
using a time-oriented heuristic in which a time-out establishes a period of in-
activity that is interpreted as a signal that the session has ended. If the user
did not request any page for a period longer than max time (30 min. is used as
default time-out) subsequent requests are considered to be in another session.
In addition, the active session is finished when the browser is closed and a new
session is started when the browser is re-opened.

2.2 Transaction Identification

The notion of session can be further abstracted by selecting a subset of pages
that are significant or relevant for analysis. Each semantically meaningful subset
of pages belonging to a user session is referred to as a transaction. Transaction
identification assumes that user sessions have already been identified. Hence,
the input to this process consists in the page references for a given user session.
In Web usage mining there is no convenient method of clustering page references
into transactions smaller than an entire user session [6].

To identify semantically meaningful transactions, content pages are consid-
ered as those belonging to one or more categories in the profile, unlike content
pages in other approaches which are identified simply based on the time spent
on a page or on backtracking during the user navigation [5]. Pages not belong-
ing to any category in the profile are considered irrelevant for usage mining
since they do no entail information about the user habits regarding interests.
Then, a content-only transaction is formed by all the content pages in a session.
Figure 1 illustrates the formation of these transactions.

The resulting transactions are further divided using the time window ap-
proach, which divides each transaction into time intervals no longer than a
specified threshold. This approach assumes that meaningful transactions have
an overall average length associated with them. For a large enough specified
time window, each transaction will contain an entire user session. If W is the
length of the time window, then two pages pi and pj are in the same session if:

pi.time − pj .time ≤ W
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Fig. 1. Example of a content-only transaction

In this way, the set of pages P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, each with its associated timei,
appearing in the set of sessions S are partitioned into a set of m user transactions
T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} where each ti ∈ T is a subset of P . The problem of mining
association rules is defined over these collection of subsets from the item space
where an item refers to an individual page reference.

To incorporate the knowledge of the user interests in pattern extraction,
further processing of user activities is needed to map individual Web page ref-
erences to one or more user interest categories. The enriched version of transac-
tions leads to set of rules that includes categories. Thus, recommendations can
be broaden to include any Web page belonging to the involved categories. To in-
tegrate content and usage data, each page pi in a transaction tj is considered to
have an associated set of categories it belongs to, denoted Ci = {c1, c2, . . . , cp},
where Ci is extensionally defined by all the categories cj in the path from the
root of the hierarchy to the leaf cluster in which the page pi was classified into.

If only the cluster a page belongs to is used to describe sessions, the dis-
covered association rules will relate clusters but not categories. Instead, the
inclusion of the ancestors in the path from the cluster the page was classified
into until the root, makes it possible to find rules at different levels. The result
of replacing the elements of the transactions in T by categories in the user pro-
file is a set of transactions T ′ = {t′1, t

′
2, . . . , t

′
m} where each t′i ∈ T ′ is a subset

of C. The algorithm for transaction identification can be outlined as follows:

1. For each session Si ∈ S, create a new transaction ti in T

2. For each page pj ∈ Si, find the set Cj by classifying the page into the
current user interest hierarchy

3. If Cj 6= ∅, add pj to the transaction ti since the page is a content page
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all page references have been either added to the

transaction or discarded
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until all sessions in S have been processed
6. Use the time window approach to partition each ti ∈ T into transactions

smaller than W

7. For each resulting transaction ti ∈ T , create the transaction t′i in T ′ replac-
ing each page pj ∈ ti by the corresponding Cj
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2.3 Mining Association Rules

The association rule mining problem was stated in [1]. Let I = {I1, I2, . . . , Im}
be a set of literals called items, a subset X ⊆ I is called an itemset and a k -
itemset is an itemset that contains k items. Let D be a database of transactions,
where each transaction T is a set of items such that T ⊆ I. Each itemset has a
certain statistical significance called support such that an itemset has support s

in the transaction set D if s% of the transactions in D contain X . An association
rule is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, and X∩Y = ∅.
The rule X ⇒ Y holds in the transaction set D with confidence c if c% of the
transactions in D that contain X also contain Y .

The problem of mining association rules in D consists in finding all rules
X ⇒ Y that have support greater than a user-specified minimum support,
called minsup, and confidence, called minconf. For each rule, the support thresh-
old describes the minimum percentage of transactions containing all items that
appear in the rule, whereas the confidence threshold specifies the minimum
probability for the consequent to be true if the antecedent is true.

In a hierarchical description of user interests, associations or access patterns
may contain interesting regularities at different levels of abstraction including
categories or clusters that are related according to the user habits. The problem
of mining multiple-level or generalized association rules assumes a hierarchy or
taxonomy T on the items instead of a flat itemset I. A generalized association
rule is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, X ∩Y = ∅ and
no item in Y is an ancestor of any item in X as this would be a trivially valid
association. The rule X ⇒ Y holds in the transaction set D with confidence c

and support s if c% of the transactions in D that support X also support Y

and s% of transactions in D support X ∪ Y . These rules are called generalized
association rules because both X and Y can contain items from any level of the
taxonomy T .

If the problem of determining if a transaction T support an itemset X is
considered, for each item x ∈ X it is necessary to check whether x or some
descendant of x is present in the transaction. To simplify this task, all the
ancestors of each item in T are added to this transaction to form an extended
transaction T ′. A straightforward method to find generalized association rules
is to run any association rule algorithm on the extended transactions since T

supports X if and only if T ′ is a superset of X . For empirical evaluation of
the proposed approach, we used the Apriori algorithm over the set of extended
transactions obtained as pages are classified in the concept hierarchy.

2.4 Activity-Based Recommendation

From user browsing sessions, patterns representing the user navigational behav-
ior are extracted in the form of association rules, which relate sets of categories
or concepts in the user profile. Information agents, therefore, become able to
proactively retrieve relevant information to generate recommendations for a
user by matching the current user activity against the discovered patterns.
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To gather a set of possible recommendations, an agent can perform a Web
search to retrieve pages belonging to the concepts the user is interested in. For
example, the agent can retrieve pages from some fixed sites (e.g. a newspaper
Web site) or find the nearest neighbors of a page in the profile used as query.

A fixed-size sliding window is used over the active session to capture the cur-
rent user activity. For a sliding window of size n, the active session ensures that
only the last n visited pages influence recommendation. The use of a window
is important in discovering context since most users go back and forth while
browsing to find the desired information so that earlier portions of the browsing
history may refer to no longer valid information needs.

In the recommendation phase, the active session is compared with the dis-
covered rules. If the active session matches the antecedent of an association
rule, recommendations are finding by retrieving Web pages belonging to the
categories in the rule consequent.

3 Experimental Results

To evaluate the activity-base recommendation approach, a client-side log of
visited Web pages in a number of topics a user is interested in and the location
of the pages on the user interest hierarchy are needed. Unfortunately, available
datasets belong to individual Web sites and record the accesses of several users.

In the absence of client-side data, the content and logs of the Music

Machines1 Web site were used for experimentation. In these logs users are
anonymized with respect to originating machine, i.e. all hits from one machine
on a particular day have the same label. Thus, the browsing behavior of individ-
ual users can be interpreted respecting their interest categories within the site.
Music Machines contains 4582 distinct pages about various kind of electronic
musical equipment grouped by manufacturers.

Each access log consists of the user label, request method, accessed URL,
data transmission protocol, access time and browser used to access the site. The
server logs were filtered to remove those entries that are irrelevant for analysis
and those referring to pages that do not exist in the available site copy.

From all users who entered the site after 20/8/98, when the copy of the site
was made, the five users having the longest sessions were selected. Then, the
experimental procedure simulates users browsing the Music Machines site and
obtaining recommendations. For each user a profile was built based on both the
content of Web pages from the site and the user behavior regarding interest
categories. Experiments for each user proceed as follows:

1. Identify the user entries in the log files
2. Extract the URLs of the visited pages and run WebDCC algorithm over

these pages using the available copy of the Music Machines site
3. Identify user sessions in the logs using max time=30 minutes
4. Partition user sessions into transactions and mapping Web page references

to categories in the profile

1 http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/adaptive-data/
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ID duration # entries # filtered entries # sessions # pages # clusters # filtered clusters

1 11:55:29 31404 938 9 1669 115 100

2 23:19:57 3639 2511 23 2427 229 145

3 13:18:47 3511 589 11 1663 129 91

4 21:28:38 3347 1087 10 1782 176 97

5 12:22:52 2862 2114 14 2851 312 176

Table 1. Summary of user data and experimental results

5. Divide the resulting set of transactions into a training (approx. 70%) and a
testing set (approx. 30%) for experiments

6. Use the training set to mine association rules regarding categories
7. Use the testing set to simulate active session windows and recommend pages
8. Evaluate the recommendations in terms of precision and coverage

To assess quantitative values of recommendation performance, we used the
adaptations of precision and coverage measures proposed by [9]. Given a trans-
action t and a set of recommendations R produced using a window w such that
w ⊆ t, the precision and coverage of R with respect to t are defined as:

precision(R, t) = |R∩(t−w)|
|R| coverage(R, t) = |R∩(t−w)|

|t−w|

Thus, precision measures the degree to which recommendations are accurate
for the active session and coverage measures its ability to recommend all the
items that are likely to be visited by the user in the active session.

For a given transaction t in the testing set and an active session window of
size n, we randomly chose |t| − n + 1 groups of items, each having size n, from
the transaction as the surrogate active session windows. For each of these active
sessions, a set of recommendations are produced based on the extracted rules.
The recommendations are compared to the remaining items in the transactions,
i.e. t− w, to compute performance measures. For each measure, the final score
of the transaction t is the average over all of the |t| − n + 1 surrogate active
sessions associated with this transaction.

The entries remaining after cleaning the logs were used to extract the docu-
ments each user accessed in the site. Table 1 summarizes the number of entries,
sessions and unique pages accessed in the site. WebDCC algorithm was run
over the documents each user accessed to identify the interest categories. These
documents were partitioned into several clusters although no concepts were ex-
tracted by the clustering algorithm. This was mainly due to the site content
and structure. It contains few pages referred to many manufacturers, so that
different clusters are created for each of them and no generalization is possible.

From the total number of clusters resulting from running the algorithm,
meaningless clusters containing a single instance were filtered out before as-
sociation rule mining. Then, the pages in each session were partitioned into
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W # transactions # items # rules # recom. precision coverage

3 120.20 ± 92.96 13.85 ± 3.62 247.20 ± 199.11 2.34 ± 2.06 75.79 ± 17.31 6.84 ± 6.85

15423.00 ± 17533.67 3.87 ± 3.61 68.94 ± 20.90 10.13 ± 8.71

5 101.80 ± 98.05 19.73 ± 4.60 486.40 ± 409.05 4.87 ± 5.24 66.15 ± 21.81 8.67 ± 8.20

16135.80 ± 15442.15 6.10 ± 5.61 59.73 ± 17.71 10.51 ± 8.49

10 45.60 ± 31.19 32.97 ± 6.41 920.00 ± 567.92 5.84 ± 5.48 63.97 ± 18.36 16.02 ± 13.07

37223.60 ± 39060.43 7.81 ± 5.35 57.83 ± 13.69 19.34 ± 12.42

15 32.00 ± 20.02 46.73 ± 9.38 1255.60 ± 424.38 9.32 ± 4.04 62.32 ± 15.54 17.11 ± 6.90

47948.40 ± 8319.91 11.44 ± 2.71 55.96 ± 9.32 17.89 ± 4.08

Table 2. Effect of time window in recommendation

transactions and, in turn, the pages in each transaction were mapped into clus-
ters obtaining a set of content-enhance transactions.

There are several parameters influencing the results of recommendation,
including the size of the time window W , the size of the sliding window n, the
confidence threshold and the size of the itemsets.

The length of the time window W affects primarily the number of trans-
actions obtained from a given session and, consequently, the number of rules
and the quality of recommendations. In the first experiment, we investigated
the impact of different values of W on the number of rules and the quality of
the resulting recommendations for the five users by testing the values 3, 5, 10
and 15 minutes. In association rule mining, all rules having a support greater
than 2% were extracted. For recommendation, we used a fixed active window of
size 3 and a minimum confidence of 90%. Table 2 summarizes the average and
standard deviation of values obtained for the five users in: number of transac-
tions, items per transaction, extracted rules, recommendations, precision and
coverage of recommendations. For each value of W in the table, the the results
for rules having 1-itemsets and 2-itemsets are shown.

The higher the value W , the lower the number of transactions and the
longer its size in terms of the average number of items. Fewer transactions lead
to more rules since they are supported by the data, but the quality of these rules
is inferior to the quality of rules extracted when more information is available.
Indeed, the precision in recommendation decreases from W = 3 to W = 15. For
further experiments we set W = 3 min. since the dropping in precision for the
immediately next value W = 5 is significant (approx. 9%), but the improvement
in coverage is rather small (approx. 2%).

The results of 1-itemsets and 2-itemsets, on the other hand, show the same
relationship between precision and coverage. The values of precision diminish
when 2-itemsets are considered, increasing the coverage of recommendations. In
this case, not only the improvement in coverage can be considered small given
the loss in precision, but also the number of rules rises drastically. The on-line
analysis of such high number of rules becomes too expensive.

To investigate the effect of window size, the portion of the active window
session used to produce recommendations, experiments were performed using
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Fig. 2. Impact of window size on precision and coverage of recommendations

window sizes from 1 to 6. Figure 2 shows the impact of window size on precision
and coverage of recommendations. In the figures, the results summarize the
average and standard deviation of the scores achieved for the five users involved
in the experiments varying the confidence threshold.

From both figures, it can be concluded that the smaller the size of the time
window, the higher the precision of recommendation and the lower its coverage.
Indeed, the best precision was obtained with a window of size one, but the
coverage of recommendations was the poorer too. As the size of the window is
enlarged, there are more rules matching the pages inside the window, increasing
the number of recommendations and, consequently, their coverage.

There is a trade-off between enlarging enough the window size to recommend
most of the pages that are relevant to the current activity context but not
enlarge it too much to start recommending pages that were relevant to the
previous context of the user in the browsing session. However, precision can
be sacrificed in this decision for the sake of an increase in coverage since a
lower precision means that the agent is recommending pages which are not
contextually relevant but are still content relevant to the user interests.

4 Related Work

Efforts in building user profiles representing user interests have been frequently
seen as a method of gathering contextual information since the knowledge con-
tained in a profile persists across retrieval sessions and can be automatically
added to queries. However, user profiles by themselves have not means to antic-
ipate information needs given the user current activities and, therefore, do not
support proactive context-aware recommendation. In our approach, the current
activities act as trigger for retrieval of information matching long-term interests.

WordSieve [2] and Watson [4] are systems that use context for information
seeking. WordSieve is an algorithm to build context profiles which distinguish
sets of documents that users tend to access in groups. Watson observes the
use of standard software tools and generates queries to seek context-relevant
information. Instead of retrieving documents based solely on words extracted
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from recently consulted documents, our approach extracts information about
how users tend to access documents regarding long-term interests to determine
what kind of documents are likely to be interesting in a certain context.

The proposed approach differs from Web usage mining techniques in two
aspects. First, server-side usage mining provides information about a specific
Web site based on correlations among the pages that multiple users have vis-
ited. By contrast, our approach extracts rules from the observation of a single
user browsing the Web. Second, most Web usage mining approaches obtain as-
sociation rules that relate single Web pages. By capturing navigational patterns
at conceptual level our approach provides more flexibility in recommendation.

5 Conclusions

The user context is an important aspect to take into account in recommendation
which, however, has received little attention in personal agents. Most agents are
concerned with estimating the interest of new pieces of information, instead of
trying to place the relevant information in the right contexts. In this paper, we
have described an approach to consider the activity context during profiling to
enable context-aware recommendation. Experimental results showed that the
extraction of association rules describing browsing patterns at conceptual level
helps to predict part of the interests which are relevant to the user in a session.
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Abstract. Automated Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques have been 
successfully applied on Recommendation domains. Dellarocas [1] proposes  
their use on reputation domains to provide more reliable and personalized 
reputation estimates. Despite being solved by recommendation field researches 
(e.g. significance weighting [2]), the problem of selecting low-trusted 
neighborhoods finds new roots in the reputation domain, mostly related to 
different behavior by the evaluated participants. It can turn evaluators with 
similar tastes into distant ones, contributing to poor reputation rates. A 
Reputation Model is proposed to minimize those problems. It uses CF 
techniques adjusted with the following improvements: 1) information of 
evaluators taste profiles is added to the user evaluation history; 2) 
transformations are applied on user evaluation history based on the similarities 
between the taste profiles of the active user and of the other evaluators to 
identify more reliable neighborhoods. An experiment is implemented through 
a simulated electronic marketplace where buyers choose sellers based on 
reputation estimates generated by the proposed reputation model and by a 
model that uses traditional CF. The goal is to compare the proposed model 
performance with the traditional one through comparative analysis of the data 
that is created. The results are explained at the end of the paper. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of online reputation reporting systems and models applied in e-commerce 
systems [1, 3] is to restrain the participation of agents who have a poor-quality 
service history in electronic marketplaces. These models can combine both direct and 
indirect [4] information sources to better estimate their participants’ reputation. The 
direct sources contain information on past encounters between the client and the rated 
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supplier. The indirect one contain information indirectly acquired through other 
clients’ witnesses [1, 3, 5] or through the analysis of their social relationship network, 
which is kept by the suppliers [4]. Even though reputation models based on direct 
sources are considered to be the most reliable way of estimating the supplier’s 
reputation, there is a higher amount of available information through indirect sources, 
which should be used in case there’s little probability of any two participants having a 
history of past encounters [4]. The problem with models based on indirect sources is 
the possibility that the reputation estimate will not be as reliable as desired, because it 
is difficult to measure precisely subjective aspects like quality of service. The 
reputation estimate is based on aggregates that do not reflect the differences in the 
client’s taste or the context of the interaction [1, 3]. If it is poorly calculated, the 
reputation estimate can cause clients to interact with suppliers who they wouldn’t 
choose to transact with otherwise. 

1.1 Automated Collaborative Filtering applied to Reputation Models  

For more reliable calculation of reputation estimates, Dellarocas [1], proposes the 
incorporation of the Automated Collaborative Filtering (CF) technique to the 
reputation model. The CF has been used in Recommendation and Information 
Filtering Systems [6]. It identifies similarities between an active user and other users 
based on the similarities in past ratings on common items, and uses this similarity to 
generate recommendations about items not yet rated by the active user. The neighbor 
users are the ones who have higher similarity factor with the active user.  

The goal of incorporating the CF to reputation domains is to estimate the 
reputation of a supplier in a personalized way, calculating it based on the ratings of 
clients that have similar tastes with those of the active client. 

1.2 The “False Good Neighbor” Problem 

This problem is described in the Recommendation Systems literature as being a 
situation in which clients calculated as having greatest similarity with the active client 
are, in fact, not that similar [2, 7]. It can happen because of coincident ratings and 
because of a low number of common ratings between the clients. The very work of 
Herlocker [2] already proposes solutions for this issue, however, there are other 
factors in the reputation domain that can contribute to situations of false 
neighborhood, such as changes in the supplier’s behavior from one encounter to 
another and rating manipulation by clients with bad intentions. In this paper we 
intend to explore the changes in the supplier’s behavior. Suppliers who change their 
behavior from one encounter (and rating) to another may cause deviations in the 
similarity detection between clients, causing clients with similar preferences not to be 
considered neighbors, or inversely, causing clients with different preferences to be 
considered neighbors.  It is important to notice that these problems do not happen in 
conventional Recommendation Systems because the rated items are products and not 
rational entities (humans or computers). Products don’t have behavior, their 
characteristics and looks are normally maintained after each rating, while a supplier 
has goals, which influence his actions and behavior [4]. Apart from timely aspects, if 
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two clients disagree on a product’s rating, it is safe to say that it’s because they have 
different tastes. In the case of supplier’s rating, if they disagree on a rating, there are 
no guarantees that the suppliers maintain the same behavior with each client.  

2 Proposed Model  

This paper proposes a way of minimizing this problem adjusting the CF technique to 
calculate more precisely the similarity between users, considering, besides the ratings 
they enter, their preferences, which are presented through reputation rating issues 
(price, quality, etc.), that have been used as base for the rating. The model also aims 
to be applied on application domains as Electronic Marketplaces and partially 
decentralized P2P information sharing systems. 

2.1 Automated Collaborative Filtering applied to Reputation Models  

An example of a matrix of ratings in the reputation domain is presented in table 1. 

Table 1. Matrix of ratings in a reputation system

Item rated / Rater Client 1 Client 2 
Supplier X 3.8 3.8 
Supplier Y 1.1 3 

 
To minimize the negative effects of a supplier’s behavior change on the 

reliability of the recommendations, we propose a rating history adjustment based on 
taste similarity between the clients, which general scheme is presented in the 
following algorithm. 

2.2 Proposed model’s high level algorithm: 

1. The active client chooses one of two operational modes [8]: the Prediction Mode 
– in which you estimate the reputation value of a supplier with whom to interact; 
or the Recommendation Mode – in which you generate a list of 
recommendations sorted by the highest reputation values of the estimated 
suppliers; in the first case, a premise is that the client can use any mediation 
resource available to locate suppliers and negotiate with them. In the second 
case, choosing the supplier is made based on the recommendation list generated.  

2. The Reputation Service recovers all common rating history between the active 
client and other clients (neighbors), creating an Active Client Matrix of Ratings; 

3. Before calculating the similarity with each neighbor, and to minimize the 
problems of changing behavior, the Reputation Service adjusts the Active Client 
Matrix of Ratings, with each cell being recalculated as described in the “Matrix 
of Ratings Transformation” section;  
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4. It is applied the traditional CF algorithm over the transformed matrix, which will 
generate the chosen supplier’s predictive reputation value, or a recommendation 
list. 

5. The client decides if he/she will start a transaction according to the 
recommendations or predictions generated. 

6. At the end of the transaction, the client writes a testimonial on the supplier’s 
reputation. Besides the general reputation, every testimonial must have the 
reputation values rated for each rating issue and the preferences of the client 
(more details in the following section).  

2.3 Matrix of Ratings Transformation and reputation calculation 

Extended Matrix of Ratings 
In order for the transformation indicated in step 3 to take place, it is necessary to 
work with an Extended Matrix of Ratings (table 3) that contemplates, besides the 
General Reputation Ratings, the client’s tastes and the reputation values given by 
rating issue (contract clause). The client’s tastes are represented in the model as 
“Reputation Preferences”, which are data structures inspired in the Behavioural 
Aspects φ and Ontological Structures defined in the ReGreT [9] model. The 
conceptual representation of the Extended Matrix of Ratings, as well as of the 
Reputation Preferences, can be seen in the class diagram, Fig.1, and described below. 

Each and every Reputation Rating is associated to a Contract and to the Client’s 
current Reputation Preference. The Reputation Preferences change as time goes by 
and are used in the supplier’s reputation rating task. They are composed of Rating 
Issues. Each contract clause is related to a Rating Issue that has a weight and a rating 
formula. The Rating Issues indicate how deviations of the final values in relation to 
the agreed values influence (negatively or positively) the Behavioural Aspect. In this 
sense, they have similar function to the Ground Relations defined in the ReGreT 
model. Such influence must be calculated through a domain-dependent formula that 
is described in the Expression attribute of the RatingFormula class. The proposed 
model shares the ReGreT’s premise that reputation is a complex concept (Complex 
Behavioural Aspects) rated through the combination of various simpler rating 
dimensions (Simple Behavioural Aspects), table 2. Thus, every Reputation 
Preference is made up of various Rating Issues, which, combined with its weight, 
would determine the general reputation value. 

Table 2.  Example of Rating Issues combinated into a Reputation Preference

Reputation Preferences 
(Complex Behavioural Aspect) 

Rating Issue 
(Simple Behavioural Aspect) 

Issue Weight Influence 

Offers_High_Price Price 0,6 Negative Good-seller 
Offers_Good_Quality Quality 0,4 Positive 
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Fig. 1. Complete conceptual model (UML 2.0 notation)

Table 3 is an Extended Matrix of Ratings from table 1. The reputation 
preferences are in the “weight” line, while the reputation values given by rating 
issues are in the “Rating” line. The relative rating is the product of the weight of the 
issue and the reputation rating of the issue.  

Table 3.  Example of Extended Matrix of Ratings

 Rater Client 1 Client 2 
Rated Issue Quality Price Date General Quality Price Date General 

Supplier X Weight 0.3 0.2 0.5  0.2 0.3 0.5  
 Rating 5 4 3  4 5 3  
 Relative 

Rating 
1.5 0.8 1.5 3.8 0.8 1.5 1.5 3.8 

Supplier Y Weight 0.3 0.2 0.5  0.3 0.2 0.5  
 Rating 3 1 0  4 4 2  
 Relative 

Rating 
0.9 0.2 0 1.1 1.2 0.8 1 3 

 
2.4 How to perform the adjustments over the Extended Matrix? 
The equations (1) (2) and (3) implement the necessary calculations for reputation 
rating as well as the Matrix of Ratings adjustments shown in step 3 of the proposed 
model’s high level algorithm. 

(1)  Arneighbor,supplier =  Ractiveclient,supplier * sfactiveclient,neighbor,supplier 
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(2)  Ractiveclient,supplier =   ∑ issue (rt supplier,issue * w activeclient,issue) 
     ∑ issue (w activeclient,issue) 

 
(3) sfactiveclient,neighbor,supplier =  

cosine (preferencesactiveclient,supplier , preferencesneighbor,supplier) 
Where,  

Arneighbor,supplier – is the reputation value of each Matrix of Ratings cell, 
adjusted accordingly to the similarity factor between the Active Client and 
the Neighbor. The examples in tables 4 and 5 illustrate how the Matrix of 
Ratings transformation takes place.  
Ractiveclient,supplier - is the supplier’s reputation according to the perspective of 
the active client. It is the pondered average of the active client’s reputation 
rating on every issue of the contract and not in only one reputation value, as 
it happens in other systems like eBay (www.ebay.com). The calculation 
formula is independent of the application domain and the quantity of issues 
of the negotiated contracts, and always result of growing scale values of real 
numbers between 1 and 5. 
rtsupplier,issue - is the supplier’s reputation accordingly to a determined issue of 
the contract. The calculation format depends on the application domain and 
the rating of the Behavioural Aspect (examples described in the 
“Experiment” section), but it must produce values between 1 and 5 so as to 
not compromise the supplier’s reputation calculation (eq. 2).  
w activeclient,issue – is the weight and the importance given by the active client to 
the issue. The weight is a real number between 0 and 1 given by the client, 
which may vary as time goes by. The sum of the issue’s weights must 
always total 1.  
sfactiveclient,neighbor,supplier - represents the similarity factor between the active 
client and a determined neighbor. It is determined through a cosine function, 
which calculates the distance between the rating issues’ weight vectors, and 
so, identifying similarities in the reputation preferences applied by the active 
client and its neighbors when rating a common supplier’s reputation.  

2.5 Example of the Matrix of Ratings transformation 

Considering Client 1 as being the active client, and applying the equations (1) (2) 
and (3) on a Matrix of Ratings from table 3 (and simplified table 4), we have the 
results in the Adjusted Matrix from table 5. This Matrix is used as input to step 4 of 
proposed model’s high level algorithm. 

 

Table 4. Active client 1’s Matrix of Ratings 

 Rater 
Rated Client 1 Client 2 

Supplier X 3.8 (R) 3.8  
Supplier Y 1.1 (R) 3 

Table 5. Adjusted Matrix of Ratings 

 Rater 
Rated Client 1 Client 2 

Supplier X 3.8 3.7 (Ar) 
Supplier Y 1.1 1.1 (Ar) 
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3 Experiment 

The experiment’s goal is to prove that the proposed model minimizes the effects 
on the seller’s behavior change. It was assembled so it could be possible to 
compare the performance of the proposed model accordingly to a model based 
on traditional CF technique, through a system that simulates an e-commerce 
product marketplace, and that registers the effects of the rated seller’s changing 
behavior. The experiment was inspired in the work conducted in [10], 
incorporating its organization and way of measuring the performance of the 
tested models. However, the system’s architecture is different because the 
proposed reputation model is based exclusively on witnesses recovery by 
collaborative filtering mechanisms.  

 
The simulation is made of 16 buyers and 64 sellers. Half of the buyers 

receive seller’s recommendations based on the proposed CF algorithm, and the 
other half, based on the traditional algorithm. The transactions occur in 64 
rounds, being 51 training rounds and 13 test rounds. The goal of the training 
rounds is to prepare the reputation database and to prevent the low dispersion of 
ratings from damaging the tested CF algorithm performance. During these 
rounds, the reputation module does not provide recommendation (sellers are 
randomly selected), it is only fed by the buyer’s ratings. The test rounds are for 
monitoring buyer performance and for complementing the comparative analysis 
between the tested reputation models. Buyers select sellers with the highest 
reputation prediction value in the recommendation lists generated by the 
reputation module. In each round, it is possible to occur up to 16 transactions, 
totaling 1024 transactions per simulation. The maximum number each buyer can 
close per round is one transaction. Each seller can participate in one or more 
transactions per round. 

 
The system has modules that simulate buyers and sellers, and a reputation 

service capable of generating recommendation based in the traditional CF 
technique and in the proposed technique. The reputation service implements two 
CF algorithms with user-to-user correlation developed from the algorithm 
originally proposed by Resnick in [6]. They share common configurations, like 
similarity calculation between neighbors through Pearson’s coefficient, and the 
usage of a neighborhood selection method by a maximum amount of neighbors 
(best-n-neighbors) [2, 7] (configured to 30 neighbors).  

 
When starting a transaction, both buyer and seller agree on the price and the 

quality of the product. The initial agreement is established based on the middle 
values (30,00 for price and 3 for quality). During the transaction, the seller can 
change the agreed values with the buyer according to his/her behavior, what will 
influence in the outcome of the transaction. There are three types of behavior: 
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Bad– During training rounds, in 60% of the transactions they increase the 
initially agreed price in ¼ and decrease quality in ¼. In the rest of the 
transactions, they present a similar behavior than the Good one. The originally 
defined percentage in the experiment with ReGreT was 75%, however, in this 
case, it makes more sense to define it as 60% so as to make the behavior changes 
more frequent. During test rounds, they increase price and decrease quality in 
100% of the rounds. The sellers are configured like this to reproduce the false 
neighborhood situations in which other buyers with similar preferences are not 
considered neighbors, and vice-versa.  
Good - Along all rounds, this type of seller increases the quality of product in ¼, 
and decreases its price in ¼. They are configured this way so as to benefit buyers 
who effectively receive the best recommendations, and then, represent a 
counterpoint relative to the disappointment of a buyer in case he/she receives a 
bad recommendation. 
Neutral– There are no changes on the agreement of the contract in any of the 
rounds. 

When closing a transaction, the buyers rate the seller’s reputation, and 
update their cash. The seller’s reputation is rated in a growing scale of real 
numbers which go from 1 to 5, being calculated as the ratings’ pondered average 
of the issues of the product, as shown in the simplified equation (1): 

 
(1) Rb,s =   (rts,qual * w b,qual) + (rts,price * w b,price ) 

   (w b,qual + w b,price) 
The weight w is chosen randomly to each buyer in the beginning of the 

simulation, and remains unchanged during the whole simulation. 
 
The Rating Issue formula specific in this domain are:  
Quality Issue:   (4) rts,qual =  fvs,qual Price Issue:  (5)  rts,price =  6 - (fvs,price /10) 
 
where fvs,price represents the final selling price, and fvs,qual the final quality value. 
 

Each buyer initiates the simulation with 5000,00 in cash, which are updated 
at the end of each transaction, as shown in equations 6 and 7:  

(6) cbt = cbt-1 – fvs,price + rp 
 
where cb represents the buyer’s cash (cbt the current round cash and cbt-1 the 
previous round cash) and rp the resale price. It was defined that, in test rounds, 
the buyers should resell the acquired products, with the resale price being 
determined by the quality of the acquired product:  (7) rp= fvs,qual *10  

 
The resale is lucrative every time the buyer transacts with a seller who has 

good behavior, and prejudicial every time he transacts with a seller who has bad 
behavior. With this premise, there is a performance comparison between the two 
tested reputation models. The buyers are separated in two groups: the ones who 
select sellers based on the given recommendations according to the proposed 
reputation model (ACF1); and the ones who select their partners based on the 
recommendations generated by the traditional CF technique (ACF). At the end 
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of each round the average cash value is collected between the buyers by group, 
and after the closing of the simulation, the distribution of averages by round can 
be analyzed so as to verify if the proposed method is better than the traditional 
one and if this difference is statistically significant. 

3.1 Performed tests 
Several test scenarios were anticipated in the simulation, representing different 
proportions of buyers according to their behavior. We applied statistical analysis 
in all of the scenarios (the “t” test, the unilateral, for independent samples, using 
significance level α of 5%). Each sample refers to one of the buyer’s groups, and 
is formed by the distribution of averages of cash per test round.  We tested the 
following hypothesis: 
H0 – The performance of the proposed reputation model (called ACF1) is like the 
one in the model that uses the traditional CF technique (called ACF) in scenarios 
where buyers will change their behavior from one rating to another, noted as: 
    H0: µacf1 = µacf

H1 - The performance of the proposed recommendation method tends to be better 
than the originally proposed CF method, in scenarios where the buyers will 
change their behavior from one rating to another: 

H1: µacf1 > µacf
 

The performance of the proposed model (ACF1) was superior to the 
traditional model (CF) in every test, being statistically significant in 5 of the 7 
tested scenarios. The average of buyer’s cash who used ACF1 was superior after 
the execution rounds on every test scenario executed. We present a summary of 
the results in table 6 and in Fig. 2. 

Table 6. Summary of test results 

Summary of results 

 
Scenario 

I 
Scenario 

II 
Scenario 

III 
Scenario 

IV 
Scenario 

V 
Scenario 

VI 
Scenario 

VII 
Bad 40% 50% 50% 55% 60% 65% 75% 
Good 50% 40% 50% 35% 30% 25% 25% 
Neutral 10% 10% 0% 10% 10% 10% 0% 
Best 
performance ACF1 ACF1 ACF1 ACF1 ACF1 ACF1 ACF1 
Significance 
probability 0.005 0.004 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.057 0.139 

 
As the number of Bad buyers increase, the significance probability 

decreases. Even with the ACF1 model keeping better performance in relation to 
ACF, the difference between both is no longer statistically significant as the 
proportion of Bad Buyers is higher or equal to 65%. 

 
Due to space constraints, we show only one of the comparative performance 

graphics of the test scenarios. 
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Fig. 2. 40% Bad, 50% Good and 10% Neutral Scenario

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a model so that personalized reputation ratings based 
on CF can work adequately in case of changing behavior from the rated 
participants. The good results obtained in described simulations allow us to 
continue this work, performing field experiments so as to ratify the preliminarily 
results obtained. 
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